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ABSTRACf 

Study objectives included determining whether prescribed burning affected 

ponderosa pine growth; mathematically modeling the growth response to burning; 

and determining whether forest management history affected growth response. 

I sampled 188 trees from two areas near Flagstaff, Arizona; one area 

(Brannigan Flat) had been logged and thinned, and the other (Chimney Spring) 

had not; both were burned in 1976. Within each study area, control and burned 

plots were of similar age, vigor, height, and competition index. Trees at Chimney 

Spring were older, less vigorous, and taller, and had a higher competition index 

than at Brannigan. For each tree, periodic basal area increment (PBAl) was 

calculated for the years 1974-1984. To determine which variable would best 

model growth, postfire PBAl (individual years, 1977-1984) was correlated with 

previous growth (average PBAl 1974-1976); crown ratio; competition index; 

thinning index; and diameter. 

Two models of growth response were developed; one oriented toward 

satisfying theoretical and research goals, and the other, toward management 

applications. Growth was modeled using stepwise multiple linear regression, and 

the dependent variable was postfire PBAl. Research Model independent 

variables were previous growth, years (climate), and treatment-year interaction, 

and 72% of total variance was explained. Fire affected growth significantly and 
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negatively for two years, and then burned trees grew similarly to control trees. 

Management Model independent variables were crown ratio, competition index, 

crown ratio, subject tree diameter, year, and treatment, and 52% of total variance 

was explained. This model, too, indicated a slight negative effect of burning on 

growth. Management history was not a significant determinant of growth 

response. Both models validated well; the ratio of observed-to-predicted residual 

mean square was 1.04 and 0.91 (Research and Management Models, respectively). 

Thinning index was not significantly related to postfire growth, but a 

change in carbohydrate allocation from stem wood to crown and root expansion 

could have resulted in observed burning effects. 

Management implications include 1) short-term growth decline may result 

from burning, 2) management history did not affect growth response, and 3) 

burning impact is greatest in dense stands of small trees. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Use of fire as a management tool is gaining increas~d importance in both 

wildland and managed forests. Fires are prescribed primarily to decrease fuel 

loading and subsequent probability of uncontrolled, catastrophic fires, but they 

are also advocated for promoting nutrient cycling and thinning. Determining the 

effect of fire on tree growth and productivity is important to managers and 

researchers alike. Little is known, however, about these effects. 

There has been considerable research concerning the effects of prescribed 

burning in ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws.) on, for example, fuel loading 

(Lindenmuth 1960, Kallander 1969, Biswell et al. 1973, Sackett 1980), mortality 

(Lindenmuth 1960, Wyant et al. 1986, Harrington 1987), nutrient status (Wagle 

and Kitchen 1972, Klemmedson 1976, Harris and Covington 1983, Ryan and 

Covington 1986, Covington and Sackett 1986), infiltration (Haase 1986) 

regeneration (Sackett 1984, Haase 1986) and understory production (Oswald and 

Covington 1983, Andariese and Covington 1986a,b). However, little effort has 

been made to evaluate the effects of prescribed burning on tree growth. Studies 

of wild and prescribed fire effects on growth have yielded contradictory results 

(Morris and Mowat 1958, Lynch 1959, Van Sickle and Hickman 1959, Wooldridge 

and Weaver 1965, Pearson et al. 1972, Wyant et al. 1983, Landsberg et al. 1984). 

1 



To date, no studies of prescribed fire effects on growth have been conducted on 

southwestern ponderosa pine. 

The objectives of this study were as follows: 

1. To determine whether prescribed burning of thinning slash and natural 

fuels (in a stand never logged or thinned) affected tree growth; 

2. If so, to develop a mathematical model for predicting growth response 

(specific for ponderosa pine growing on basalt soil in the Flagstaff, Arizona, 

area); and 

2 

3. To determine whether management history affected growth response to 

burning. 

Prescribed burning is a relatively recent management tool in ponderosa 

pine, gaining widespread acceptance only since the mid-1970's. To understand 

the present state of long-unburned stands in the Southwest, and to predict fire 

effects of burning, I reviewed the historical relationship between southwestern 

ponderosa pine and fire. I present the following synopsis of the literature on this 

subject. 

History of ponderosa pine and fire 

Fire is a dominating ecological factor in southwestern ponderosa pine 

forests, perhaps second only to climate in influencing forest characteristics. 

Mutch (1976) considered ponderosa pine to be a fire-dependent species, where 

high fire frequencies result in competitive advantages over other species. 

Ponderosa pine has many physical characteristics that aid it in resisting damage 



from low-intensity fires, such as thick, platy bark, high crown form, high foliar 

moisture, and fire-resistant bud scales (Starker 1934, Fowells 1965). 

Southwestern ponderosa pine forests are extensive (4.5 million hectares). 

3 

Pure stands are often found in Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah 

(Schubert 1974). These forests are widespread on the Mogollon Rim, the 

southwestern boundary of the Colorado Plateau. The Southwest has the highest 

lightning fire incidence in the West, and of all cover types of the Southwest, the 

distribution of pure ponderosa pine coincides with highest lightning fire incidence 

(Barrows 1978). 

Before Euro-American settlement in the 1870's, early travelers in 

ponderosa pine forests noted low-intensity fires that consumed grass and 

underbrush, and occasionally scarred, but did not kill, larger trees (citations in 

Cooper 1960). These fires occurred every 2-8 years (Weaver 1951a, Dieterich 

1980, Swetnam 1983). Fire exposes mineral soil (a necessary condition for 

seedling survival), removes competing vegetation, and reduces fuel loading 

(Weaver 1951a, Cooper 1960, Sackett 1980) and recycles nutrients (Covington and 

Sackett 1986, Ryan and Covington 1986). 

Settlement wrought changes in the fire regime of ponderosa pine forests. 

Vast herds of domestic cattle and sheep ate most ground vegetation (Arnold 

1950, Cooper 1960), which reduced fire spread and frequency. Soon after the 

turn of the century, forests were actively protected from fire by the U.S. Forest 

Service. The idea of active exclusion of fire from ponderosa pine forests was 
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controversial at its inception. Foresters educated in the European school of 

thought believed that fire was an enemy of all forests (e.g., Show and Kotok 

1924). Alternatively, many ranchers and some land administrators, observing the 

effects of fire on forests and forage, believed that in some forests, fire was 

beneficial. However, those wishing to suppress forest fire prevailed; from the 

turn of the century, fire protection was a mandated policy on federally 

administered lands (Pyne 1982). Since the time of settlement in the late 19th 

century and the advent of active fire protection in the early twentieth century, few 

ponderosa pine stands have burned (Weaver 1951a, Dieterich 1980). 

Exclusion of fire from ponderosa pine fores~s in the last century has 

changed many forest characteristics, most notably stand density and fuel 

properties (Weaver 1951a, Cooper 1960, Sackett 1979). Southwestern ponderosa 

forests were described as open savannahs before Euro-American settlement (e.g., 

Beale 1858, Dutton 1887, Leiburg et al. 1904, Rixon 1905). Heavy fuels gradually 

accumulated with fire exclusion. Pine seedling establishment, and hence stand 

density, increased because grazing reduced competition from grasses and exposed 

mineral soil, creating unnaturally extensive seedbeds. These factors, coupled with 

good seed crops, and unusually high precipitation resulted in high seedling 

establishment (Pearson 1933). 

By the 1940's, researchers began to describe many ponderosa pine stands 

that were dense, stagnating thickets of young trees living in what had been open 

spaces between groups of mature trees (e.g., Weaver 1943, 1951a, Arnold 1950). 
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As these thickets developed and dead fuel accumulated on the ground, continuity 

of fuel increased, promoting large, destructive crown fires (Barrows 1978). There 

are no known records of crown fires in ponderosa pine before the settlement 

period (Cooper 1960). 

Prescribed burning in southwestern ponderosa pine 

Some new management strategy was necessary to control crown fires in 

ponderosa pine forests. In the 1940's, Harold Weaver, a forester for the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs, began to study the effects of fire exclusion on ponderosa pine 

forests in the Pacific Northwest (Weaver 1943). For the next 30 years, he 

campaigned for the use of fire as a management tool in ponderosa pine forests, in 

the Pacific Northwest and later in the Southwest. He argued that fire was 

necess~ry to decrease fuel loading and thin dense trees (to reduce the probability 

of crown fires), and also to improve forage quality and promote tree growth 

(Weaver 1947, 1951a,b, 1952, 1957, 1959, 1964, 1967). Slowly, others began to 

argue similarly (e.g., Kallander et al. 1955, Kallander 1969, Biswell et al. 1973). 

Recently, prescribed burning in southwestern ponderosa pine forests has gained 

acceptance among land management agencies, and is being used increasingly as a 

management tool (Pyne 1982). 

Prescribed burning effects in ponderosa pine have been studied extensively, 

including topics ranging from nutrient status to wildlife. However, the following 

discussion is limited to those environmental and individual tree related factors 

that affect subsequent tree growth. 



Fire effects on trees and their environment 

Prescribed burning can have both immediate and long-term effects on 

individual trees. Immediate effects of fire include burned or scorched foliage, 

cambium, and roots. Long term effects will be determined by the balance 

between damage and improved environmental conditions. 

Fuel and litter. One of the primary purposes of prescribed burning has 

been to reduce fuel accumulation and probability of catastrophic crown fires. In 

many instances, this goal has been achieved (e.g., Biswell et al. 1973). Because 

litter intercepts precipitation, a secondary benefit of fuel and litter reduction has 

been increased soil moisture content (Ryan and Covington 1986, Haase 1986). 

Ponderosa pine growth is strongly limited by water (Pearson 1950, Schubert 

1974). 

6 

Nutrients. Nutrients are released by burning, apparently in proportion to 

the quantity of fuel burned. Klemmedson (1976) found that a small proportion of 

total N (less than 2%) was volatilized by slash and broadcast burning in northern 

Arizona. He speculated that although this was a small amount of total nitrogen, 

this loss could be important to nitrogen-limited trees. These N changes reported 

by Klemmedson were not given in terms of N available to the biota, but as total 

N, which may not be meaningful in terms of growth effects. In a nearby site, 

Harris and Covington (1983) sampled soil from sawtimber, poles and sapling 

stands one year after a prescribed fire, and found that nutrients (N, P, K, Ca and 

Mg) generally increased on burned plots compared to control plots, and that 
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nitrogen increase was greatest on sawtimber plots, which had the greatest fuel 

accumulations before burning. At the same site in Arizona, Ryan and Covington 

(1986) and Covington and Sackett (1986) found similar results after burning; 

available ammonium nitrogen and nitrate-nitrogen levels were greater in burned 

sawtimber stands compared to control sawtimber stands. The proposed 

mechanisms controlling these observed effects were: 1) direct production of 

ammonium nitrogen and nitrate-nitrogen from burning, 2) leaching of nutrients 

into mineral soil from ash, 3) stimulation of microbial mineralization from 

increased temperature, moisture and nutrient levels, 4) decreased nutrient uptake 

due to root mortality from burning, and 5) increased nitrate-nitrogen levels from 

increased nitrification of ammonium nitrogen, coupled with denaturation of 

allelopathic nitrification inhibitors. 

From the soil, nutrients must be absorbed into the tree in order to 

enhance productivity. In Washington, a study of the nutrient status of 

prescribed-burned ponderosa pines was conducted by Landsberg et al. (1984). In 

this study, four years after burning, foliar nitrogen concentration of burned 

pole-sized trees was the same as control trees. Indeed, after four years no 

difference should be expected, as for example, Covington and Sackett (1986) 

found that by four years after burning, soil nitrogen levels were equal on burned 

and control plots. Earlier (after one or two years), there was increased mineral 

nitrogen on burned plots. 
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Stand density. As in all forests, individual tree growth in ponderosa pine 

decreases with increasing stand density (Pearson 1950, Schubert 1974); therefore, 

tree mortality (thinning) from burning might increase the growth rate of residual 

trees. Weaver (1947, 1957) reported in numerous papers that fire effectively 

thinned stands of ponderosa pine. Morris and Mowat (1958) found that in 

Washington, a prescribed fire in ponderosa pine reduced stand basal area 37 

percent. Van Sickle and Hickman (1959) reported that three decades following a 

July wildfire, understory competition (trees, brush and grass) was less on burned 

areas compared to adjacent unburned areas. Biswell et al. (1973) reported that 

generally, in Arizona and California, prescribed burning has a thinning effect. 

Disease. Pathogens may be affected by prescribed burning. In some forest 

types, particularly in the southern United States, prescribed fire is known to 

reduce damage to trees from pathogens (Lotan et al. 1978). This process occurs 

when fire kills fungus spores in the soil, or plants that harbor alternate hosts for 

fungus or insects. Smoke also reduces spore germination, mycelial growth, and 

fungus colonization (Parmeter and Uhrenholdt 1976). 

Infestation by dwarf mistletoe, a parasitic angiosperm, is related to the fire 

ecology of ponderosa pine. Where open-canopied stands exist, dwarf mistletoe 

spread is limited. In uneven-aged closed canopy stands of ponderosa pine, 

infestation is facilitated. Where trees are heavily diseased and unsalvageable, 

prescribed fire may be used to destroy the stand so that it may be replanted with 

healthy trees (Alexander and Hawksworth 1975). 



An obvious negative relationship between disease and fire exists. Physical 

damage caused by fire- the weakening and exposure of cambium and wood

creates an entry court for disease (Lotan et al. 1981). 

9 

Mortality. The proportion of the crown consumed is the most important 

determinant of fire-caused mortality. Hermann (1950) found that, following a 

July wildfire in northern Arizona, mortality was lo~ until more than 60% of 

foliage was killed. He also found that the presence of bark beetles doubled 

mortality rates, and that fire intensity was related to survival; the higher the 

intensity, the lower the survival. Morris and Mowat (1958) reported similar 

results in a prescribed-burned pole stand in Washington, where half the trees that 

died had over 95% crown scorch, and 43% of all dead trees were infested by 

bark beetles. In the first year following a July wildfire in Washington, Lynch 

(1959) found that percent mortality increased rapidly (from about 20% to over 

60%) when over 70% of the crown burned. While foliage loss was responsible 

for mortality in the first year following burning, severe bole burning was cause for 

death in the second year. Dieterich (1979) found that following a dormant-season 

Arizona wildfire, most trees that died, did so within two years. Mortality was 

related to crown consumption by fire in half the dead trees, but cause of death in 

the other half was not reported. In Colorado, Wyant et al. (1986) used tree size, 

foliage loss and stem scorch as predictors of mortality following an autumn 

prescribed fire, and found that foliage loss was the best predictor of mortality. 

Harrington (1987) found little significant mortality until over 90% foliage loss 
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occurred, and that growing-season fires caused twice as much mortality as 

dormant-season fires. He found that growing-season fires cause more damage to 

buds than dormant-season fires. 

Delayed mortality is generally recognized as death occurring more than a 

year following fire. Connaughton (1936) asserted that most delayed mortality in a 

ponderosa pine stand burned by wildfire was caused by insect infestation. He 

further stated that the second most important cause was root damage, particularly 

where there was a thick layer of inorganic debris beneath the tree crown. The 

presence of this debris, he continued, causes a slow fire which heats the soil 

deeply, injuring roots in the heated zone. This damage supposedly caused 

gradual weakening of the trees. Unfortunately, he presented no data to support 

his assertions. 

Dieterich (1979) summarized the factors that affect ponderosa pine 

mortality after burning: 1) percent of crown scorch and/or consumption, 2) extent 

of cambium damage, 3) season in which the fire occurs, 4) presence of insects 

and 5) amount of rainfall during the growing seasons subsequent to fire. Results 

vary, probably because of differences in site and fire characteristics. However, 

these studies do consistently indicate that ponderosa pine is capable of sustaining 

major loss of foliage, and surviving. 

Growth. Studies of fire effects on ponderosa pine growth have yielded 

varied results. These reports are summarized in Table 1. Since there are so few 

studies of growth and prescribed burning, wildfire effects are included as well. In 



Table 1. Summary of literature concerning fire effects on ponderosa pine growth. The following symbols indicate 

study conditions and results: + = positive effect, - = negative, = = no effect, (blank) = not studied, DI = diameter 

growth, H = height growth, S = shoot growth, P = prescribed fire, W = wild fire, G = growing season and DO = 

dormant season. 

Investigators Overall Thinning Foliage Loss No. Years Fire Season 
Effect & Growth & Growth Since Fire Type 

Morris & Mowat (1958) +DI,=H +DI,=H 7 P 

Van Sickle & Hickman (1959) +DI +DI 30 W 

Lynch (1959) +DI,=H -DI,=H -DI,=H 8 W 

Wooldridge & Weaver (1965) =DI,-H = 6 P 

Pearson et a1. (1972) +/-DI8 _DIb 5 W 

Landsberg et a1. (1984) -DI,-H = -DI -w: 4 P , 

Wyant et a1. (1983) +S +S 2 P 

8Response varied with foliage burned; if < 60% burned, diameter growth increased~ Otherwise, growth 
decreased. 

bDiameter growth was inversely related to foliage burned. 

cExpressed in terms of needle mass lost, not change in crown length. 

DO 

G 

G 

DO 

G 

G 

DO 

...... ..... 
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four studies, diameter growth increased following fire. In Washington, Morris and 

Mowat (1958) and Lynch (1959) reported that fire-caused thinning in dense 

stands and subsequent reduction in competition may be the most important factor 

contributing to increased growth. In Oregon, Van Sickle and Hickman (1959) 

discuss similar results. Alternatively, Pearson et al. (1972) found that in an 

Arizona wildfire, the burn caused no significant thinning in pre-commercially 

thinned stands, but the quantity of foliage burned varied. In trees that had less 

than 60% foliage loss, diameter growth increased compared to unburned, 

pre-commercially thinned trees. In none of these studies was height growth 

different from controls. 

Wyant et al. (1983) found that shoot growth in ponderosa pine increased 

following a dormant-season prescribed fire. They speculated that increased mean 

fascicle length and bud size would promote overall tree productivity. The authors 

attributed the increase in shoot growth to improved photosynthetic efficiency 

within the tree (by removal of lower, less efficient foliage) and to general site 

amelioration (presumed increased available water and nutrients). 

Other studies found unchanged or decreased growth following fire. In 

Washington, Wooldridge and Weaver (1965) found that diameter growth did not 

change and height growth was less following prescribed fire. They compared 

these results with those reported by Morris and Mowat (1958; above) on a nearby 

area. They concluded that growth did not respond positively to burning, as 

Morris and Mowat (1958) found because competition was originally not as 



intense, and the thinning effect from burning was less. They offered no 

explanation of the observed decrease in height growth. 
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Pearson et al. (1972) found that trees with more than 60% foliage loss 

following a wildfire had decreased growth when compared to similar unburned 

trees. Landsberg et al. (1984) found that both height and diameter growth were 

less than adjacent control plots following a prescribed fire. They attributed this 

result to burned trees having lower needle mass, which persisted for four years 

following the fire. The fires were set in mid-May, early in the growing season, 

when buds are swelling. In my above review of mortality from burning, bud 

damage was found to be an important factor in death rates. Thus, bud damage 

from the two spring fires in the Landsberg et al. (1984) study might have resulted 

in severely reduced numbers of new needles that growing season, and diminished 

the capacity of the trees to form new buds for following seasons. Growing

season fires in other studies resulted in increased growth (Van Sickle and 

Hickman 1959, Lynch 1959, Pearson et al. 1972), but all of these fires occurred in 

July, and trees had already grown that year's needles, produced photosynthates, 

and hence were probably already forming next-year's buds. 

Cambial and root damage are growth-related factors that have not been 

studied, but could reasonably contribute to decreased growth following burning 

(Connaughton 1936). For example, in the discussion about mortality from 

burning, cambial damage was mentioned as an important factor. Effects of fire 

on roots has been little studied, but Harvey et al. (1980) found that numbers of 
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ectomycorrhizae decreased following broadcast burning in a Douglas-fir-Iarch 

forest. This effect could decrease the efficiency of nutrient and water uptake, and 

hence reduce growth. 

In summary, several important factors that have been found to affect 

ponderosa pine growth response to burning. Positive factors include site 

amelioration from enhanced soil water and nutrient status, and thinning and 

removal of competing vegetation. In particular, season of burning and bud 

damage may explain differences in growth response to fire. 



CHAPTER 2 

SITE HISTORIES AND CHARACTERISTICS 

In this chapter, the settlement and management history of the general area 

is summarized, and the study areas described. 

Flagstaff was settled by Anglo-Americans in the 1870's. The 

postsettlement history of the forests around Flagstaff is similar to other ponderosa 

pine forests in the Southwestern United States. Because much forestry research 

has been conducted around Flagstaff, there are good records of management and 

of the environment. These records have aided in characterizing the similarities 

and differences between the two sites. 

Forest history of the Flagstaff area 

In 1960, Cooper used historical documents to infer southwestern ponderosa 

pine forest ecology before settlement. Similarly, I used historical documents cited 

by Cooper to find specific references to forests around Flagstaff. In the 

mid-nineteenth century, the beauty and productivity of northern Arizona's 

ponderosa pine forests were extolled by Euro-American explorers. For example, 

Beale (1858) passed through the Flagstaff area and in his journal wrote (p. 49): 

... we came to a glorious forest of lofty pines ... the country was 
beautifully undulating, and although we generally associate the idea of 
barrenness with the pine regions, it was not so in this instance; every 
foot being covered with the finest grass, and beautiful broad grassy 
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vales extending in every direction. The forest was perfectly open and 
unencumbered with brush wood, so that the travelling was excellent. 

The nineteenth century settlers included loggers, cattle and sheep ranchers, 

and their families (Faulk 1970, Cline 1976). The timber and grazing potential of 

the region was heavily exploited. 

Early foresters were concerned about the apparent lack of saplings and 

young trees in ponderosa pine forests, and inferred that frequent fires were to 

blame, at least in part (Pearson 1918). Leiburg et al. (1904) noted that 

"Reproduction of the yellow (ponderosa) pine is, generally, extremely deficient as 

regards seedlings and young sapling growth ... apparently there has been an 

almost complete cessation of reproduction over very large areas during the last 20 

or 25 years, and there is no evidence that previous to that time it was at any 

point exuberant". Fire, grazing, and climatic change were postulated as the cause 

of sparse ponderosa pine reproduction, although no research was conducted at 

that time. 

In 1918, Pearson discussed the general absence of reproduction at the Fort 

Valley Experimental Forest. He later reported (1933) that in 1919 there occurred 

over much of the Southwest a heavy ponderosa pine seed crop as well as the 

climatic conditions necessary for record seed germination and seedling survival. 

Heavy grazing since Anglo-American settlement probably created good, extensive 

seedbeds by reducing grass cover (Arnold 1950). However, Pearson (1933) 

observed that heavy grazing also contributed to high seedling mortality. To 

enhance restocking, he recommended grazing regulation and fire protection. 

16 
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Site histories and characteristics 

The two study areas, Chimney Spring and Brannigan Flat, are located 

within the interior ponderosa pine type (SAF Forest Type 237; Eyre, 1980) near 

Flagstaff, Arizona (Figure 1). Chimney Spring was chosen for several reasons. It 

has been little disturbed since Anglo-American settlement except for heavy 

grazing (before 1926) and fire exclusion. The Brannigan Flat area is more 

representative of managed ponderosa pine forests in northern Arizona; it has 

been logged three times, thinned from below, and slash burned. Both sites have 

control areas adjacent to burned areas, which facilitated comparisons between 

burned and unburned study plots. 

The major difference between the sites is management history. Because 

there are no topographic barriers between the sites, and they are only 9 Ian apart, 

I assumed that climatic conditions are similar at both sites. The climate around 

Flagstaff is cool and dry (Schubert, 1974). Mean annual temperature is 

approximately 6°C, and during the growing season (which averages 94 days), 

mean monthly maximum temperature is 23°C. Annual precipitation is 57 cm, and 

the precipitation pattern is bimodal, where falling in the winter (mostly as snow) 

and summer (in thunderstorms). Spring and autumn are drought seasons, and in 

general, droughts commonly occur. Precipitation varies greatly from year to year. 



Figure 1. Location of study sites. 
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Chimney Spring 

The first study area is part of the Chimney Spring Unit of the Fort Valley 

Experimental Forest, located 10 km north of Flagstaff, Arizona, on sections 30 

and 19 of T22N and R7E, Gila and Salt River Baseline and Meridian. Elevations 

range from 2240 to 2290 m and the southwest-facing slopes range from 0 to 5%. 

The soil is predominantly a Brolliar stony clay loam, tentatively classified as a 

fine, montmorillonitic, frigid, typic Argiboroll derived from volcanic cinders and 

basalt (Meurrise 1971). 

Before Anglo-American settlement, fires occurred at Chimney Spring every 

two to three years (Dieterich 1980). This is the shortest fire interval reported 

anywhere for a ponderosa pine type forest. 

Distribution of trees is typical for the Flagstaff area, where the overstory 

consists of uneven-aged ponderosa pines in groups (White 1985). Dense thickets 

of young trees, less than or approximately equal to 70 years of age, occupy what 

were previously open areas between groups of mature trees. Basal area averages 

33 m2/ha for all trees > 10 cm diameter at breast height (at 1.4 m; DBH). Site 

index is 25 m/l00 yr (Sackett 1980). 

The habitat type is Pinus ponderosa/Festuca arizonica, Festuca arizonica 

phase (Hanks et al. 1983). Herbaceous vegetation, particularly grasses, dominate 

the forest openings. Species composition was described Harris and Covington 

(1983). The common grasses are Arizona fescue (Festuca arizonica Vasey), 

mountain muhly (Muhlenbergia montana (Nutt.) Hitchc.), squirrel tail (Sitanion 



longifolium J.G. Smith), and pine dropseed (Blepharoneuron tricholepis (Torr) 

Nash). The major browse species is Fendler ceanothus (Ceanothus fendleriana 

Gray). Many forbs are represented, including thistle (Cirsium spp.), groundsel 

(Senecio spp.), and goldenrod (Solidago spp.). 
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The Fort Valley Experimental Forest was established in 1908. Pearson 

(1933) described the Chimney Spring stand as virgin, for it has never been logged; 

however, grazing did occur, as noted before. According to Dieterich (1980), the 

last fire at Chimney Spring occurred in 1876. Except for fire exclusion, the stand 

was undisturbed by human activity from 1926 (when grazing was excluded) to 

1976, when the periodic prescribed burns were conducted as a research effort. 

The initial burn of Chimney Spring occurred in 1976. The overall research 

design and objectives, as well as fuel and burning conditions are described in 

Sackett (1980) and Covington and Sackett (1986). In general, the fire was of low 

intensity, but of long duration in patches. Some deep organic debris smoldered 

for two to three days, and some large woody debris and stumps smoldered for 

four weeks. 

The first fire at Chimney Spring in 100 years altered fuel conditions 

considerably. Fire consumed 94% of the surface needles. Mineral soil was 

exposed on 16% of the area. Fuels less than 2.5 cm in diameter were reduced by 

63%, and large woody fuels greater than 2.5 cm diameter were reduced by 69%. 

Greatest fuel reduction occurred under the large, mature trees where fuel loads 

were the heaviest. Fire consumed literally all dead fuel around these trees down 
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to mineral soil, in most cases. In pole stands, however, mineral soil exposure was 

generally less than under large, mature trees. Only the L layer needles and small 

twigs were consumed in the thickets; there, fire did not carry well. 

Brannigan Flat 

Brannigan Flat is 9 km west of Chimney Spring, and is 8.5 km northwest of 

Flagstaff. It lies within the Coconino National Forest, on section 23 of T22N, 

R5E, Gila and Salt River Baseline and Meridian, at the intersection of Forest 

Service Roa.d 222 and the EI Paso Gas Company pipeline road. Elevation ranges 

from about 2215 to 2225 m, and southwest-facing slopes range from 0 to 10%. 

There is little specific information available about this site. Elevation is 

slightly lower than at Chimney Spring. Silvicultural records 1 indicate that 

Brannigan Flat was harvested in 1908, 1952, and in 1971. The stand consists of 

pole-sized timber with an overstory of mature sawtimber growing in clumps. The 

site index is 22 m/l00 yr, slightly less than at Chimney Spring. In 1977, stand 

basal area was 20 m2/ha, substantially less than Chimney Spring. Brannigan Flat 

was precommercially thinned in 1974 (tree < 10 cm DBH were cut), and the 

slash lopped and scattered. The slash was burned in 1976. Unfortunately, no 

records were available concerning the date of burning or environmental burning 

conditions. 

Flagstaff District Ranger Office, Coconino National Forest, N. Highway 89, 
Flagstaff, Arizona, 86004. 



CHAPTER 3 

DATA COLLECTION, REDUCTION, AND DESCRIPTION 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe data collection and reduction, 

and to present descriptive statistics about the data. The data analysis is presented 

in the following chapter. 

To determine the effect of treatment on tree growth, it is necessary to 

account for other factors affecting growth that are unique to each tree. Some 

important factors include tree vigor, age, competitive status, and size. Tree vigor, 

or the capability of the tree to effectively use available resources, is related to 

crown area, which determines available photosynthates (Waring 1983). Although 

the relationship between tree age and growth depends on how growth is defined, 

growth decline in most tree species begins at advanced age, concomitant with 

decline in vigor. Generally, ponderosa pines do not show signs of apparent 

age-related decline until they are at least 300 years old, and long after then are 

capable of responding strongly to environmental amelioration (Barrett 1962). 

Competitive status affects available resources (especially water) for growth, and 

ponderosa pine growth is sensitive to changes in competitive status (Pearson 1950, 

Cooper 1961, Schubert 1974). Tree size, particularly tree diameter, is a function 

of all three of these factors. 
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Data collection 

Chimney Spring was sampled in October and November, 1984, and August 

and September, 1985. Brannigan Flat was sampled in August and September, 

1985. 

At both sites, subject trees were selected along a belt transect 20 m wide. 

Length of the transect varied according to study area. At Chimney Spring, the 

interval burning study plots were 1 ha in size (100 m each side), and transects for 

this study were 70 m long, running diagonally northwest to southeast through each 

burning plot. An unsampled buffer zone 12 m wide was established around the 

plot perimeter to avoid effects from adjacent treatments. Four plots at Chimney 

Spring were sampled: two control and two once-burned plots. If there were 

insufficient trees to sample in the transect itself, then subject trees were chosen as 

close as possible to the transect, but not in the buffer zone. This occurred no 

more than 5 times in each plot. 

At Brannigan Flat, a control area (150 m by 150 m) had been established 

before the fire. The sampling belt transect (100 m long) ran through the plot 

diagonally, southeast to northwest. Again, if there were insufficient appropriate 

trees in the transect, subject trees were chosen outside the transect but not in the 

buffer zone. The burned transect began 30 m north of the control area fireline, 

and continued approximately 100 m, finishing 10 m before a drainage. The 

burned ~£'ansect also ran southeast to northwest. 
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To assure that the samples contained an even distribution of tree sizes, 

three diameter classes of trees were sampled: 20.3-30.5 cm DBH, > 30.5 - 40.6 cm 

DBH and > 40.6 cm DBH. On each transect, 50 trees in the two size classes 

<40.6 cm DBH were numbered and chosen as a preliminary set. To reduce the 

effects of extraneous factors, within these two size classes only trees which met 

the following criteria were sampled: 1) appropriate diameter, 2) single bole (no 

forked trees), 3) normal-appearing crown (no deformities indicative of disease or 

damage), 4) no unusually heavy branching patterns (so-called "wolf' trees), 5) no 

visible insect or mistletoe infestation, 6) no apparent fire or lightning scars. From 

these 50 trees, 15 subject trees in the smaller size classes were selected randomly. 

Trees >40.6 cm DBH were relatively rare, and virtually all trees on the plots that 

fit the criteria were selected (minimum 15). Thus at each site, at least 45 trees 

were sampled in each treatment (188 for the entire study). All sampled trees 

were permanently labeled with aluminum tags. 

Data measured and recorded on eac.h tree included DBH, total tree height 

and height to base of crown, estimated competition from other ponderosa pines, 

and radial growth. To measure radial growth, increment cores (2 per tree) were 

taken at breast height 1800 from each other if possible, and if not (e.g., a branch 

or branch scar was in the way), at least 900 from each other. Diameter outside 

bark was measured to 0.25 cm with a metal diameter tape. Tree height and 

crown base were measured with a clinometer. To estimate competition around 

subject trees, DBH of all trees that were sighted within a 2.3 m2/ha basal area 
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factor wedge prism was measured, as well as the distance from middle of subject 

tree to middle of potential competing tree. 

Because fire-caused thinning occurred, I also measured trees which died 

from the fire to estimate pre-burn competition as well as an index of thinning. 

DBH of dead trees was directly measured since the boles were intact, or at least 

stumps were in place, with the rest of the remains nearby. 

Data reduction 

Radial growth 

Increment cores were air-dried, mounted in grooved sticks and sanded 

using progressively finer grits, from 220 to 400. The annual rings were crossdated 

using a technique called skeleton plotting, described in Stokes and Smiley (196R) 

and in Swetnam et al. (1985). Use of cross dating ensures accurate calendar-year 

dating of growth rings. The skeleton plotting technique is based on common 

patterns of growth variation. Where the growth pattern of a core is different 

from the overall pattern for that area, then absent or false rings in individual 

cores may be inferred and accurate calendar-year dates assigned to each growth 

ring. 

Growth rings of each tree were measured to 0.01 mm on a Bannister 

incremental measuring machine. This system, which includes a measuring stage, 

encoder and digitizer, is directly connected to a microcomputer. The system is 

fully described by Robinson and Evans (1980). 
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The expression of growth used in the analyses of this and the following 

chapters is basal area increment (PBAI (cm2». PBAI is an estimate of the area 

of wood grown around the bole of a tree at breast height for given time periods, 

ranging from a single year to any number of years (Avery and Burkhart 1983). 

Use of the PBAI in this study has advantages over other growth indices 

such as diameter increment or ring widths. As trees grow and increase in 

circumference, the size of ring widths in the cross-sectional plane decreases as a 

function of age and change in bole geometry (Fritts 1976). Because the trees in 

this study varied in both diameter and age, raw ring widths (or diameter 

increments) are inappropriate measures to use to consider effects of 

environmental variability. 

I estimated PBAIs from the raw ring widths of a given year's growth using 

two cores per tree, and the tree's diameter during any known year. Ideally, the 

diameter inside bark should be used to calculate PBAI; otherwise the PBAIs will 

be overestimated. Because diameter outside bark was measured in this study, the 

actual PBAIs were overestimated, but the proportion of overestimation should 

have been consistent among all trees (assuming that tree bark thickness is 

proportional to diameter growth). 

Consider the cross-sectional plane of a tree stem as a series of concentric 

circles defined by annual rings. Periodic basal area increment is the difference in 

area of two circles defined by a time period, that is, an annual ring or rings. 

PBAI is calculated using the basic equation for the area of a circle: 
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(1) A = PI(~) 

where A = area, 1r = 3.1415, and r = radius of a circle. To determine the 

difference in the area of two circles, the area of the inner circle is subtracted 

from the area of the outer circle: 

(2) 

or, to simplify, 

(3) A = PI(r 2 _ r.2) 
pOI 

where ~ = the area of the annual ring(s) for a period of time, ro = the radius of 

the outside circle, and rj = the radius of the inside circle. 

If tree diameter has been directly measured during the time period of 

interest then Equation 3 may be used to calculate the area of annual rings grown 

during the time period. However, if diameter has not been measured at the 

beginning and end of the time periods of interest, annual rings in increment cores 

may be used to estimate PBAI. In this case, data needed are the size of the 

annual rings during the time period of interest, and tree DBH. If the end of the 

time period of interest coincides with the last annual ring of the increment core, 

then ro and rj may be estimated: 

(4) ro = 1/2(DBH) 

tb 
rj= 1/2(DBH) -. I: RRWj 

j=tl 

and (5) 

since radius = 1/2(diameter of a circle), and where tl = year of the last annual 

ring in the increment core, tb = year of beginning of time period, and RR W = 
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raw ring widths. If the end of the time period o~ interest is earlier than the last 

annual ring, then 

(6) 
tl 

ro = 1/2(DBH) -.l:: RRWj 
J =te+1 

and (7) 

where te = year of end of time period. Equation 7 is always used to calculate rio 

If tree diameter was measured some year before increment cores were taken, 

then Equation 6 changes to: 

tl tl 
ro = 1/2(DBH) - {l:: RRWj +. l:: RRWj) 

J =td J =te+1 
(8) 

where td = year when diameter was taken. Equation 8 may be used to calculate 

ro of any time period, because 1) if diameter was taken at the same time as the 

increment core, then the second term of Equation 8 = 0, and 2) if the end of the 

time period of interest is the last year of growth, the third term of Equation 8 = 

o. 

If several time periods are calculated, then Equation 8 is used for the first 

r o. All subsequent r'O's may be calculated: 

(9) 

where rl.1 is the inside radius of the last PBAI calculation. 

Traditionally, in dendrochronological studies, at least two cores per tree 

are sampled and analyzed. Since annual rings are not perfectly concentric around 
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a tree stem, using the raw ring widths from more than one core per tree can only 

increase the accuracy of PBAI estimates. The best estimate of PBAI results from 

using the average RRW of all increment cores from a tree for a given year, 

rather than averaging two PBAI estimates from each core. This is because ro and 

r l are squared in Equation 3, and the differences between the RR W's would be 

squared in the calculation. 

Calculation of PBAls was performed on a microcomputer, using a BASIC 

program called PAl-TREES, described in Appendix I. PBAls calculated varied 

according to the specific analyses in following sections of this and in later 

chapters, and are given as noted. 

Competition 

In this section I compare several indices of competition with tree growth 

(expressed as PBAI) in order to compare the strength of the statistical association 

between growth and different competition indices. By examining these 

associations, a competition index was chosen for use in subsequent growth models 

of response to prescribed burning (Chapter 4). 

In studies evaluating effects of competition on individual tree growth, 

competition is often reduced to one dimensionless number, an index. 

Competition indices generally increase in value as the number and size of 

competitors increase (Ganzlin and Lorimer 1983). Many indices of competition 

have been developed. 
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Choice of an appropriate competition index depends on several factors. 

The most important theoretical factor is whether that index is logical in terms of 

the competition mechanism. For example, in closed-canopy forests, tree growth is 

limited by light, and competition occurs in the crowns. In that case, indices that 

measure canopy relationships are most reasonable. However, growth in forests 

such as ponderosa pine, which are open-grown and occur in drier climates, is 

limited mostly by water and nutrient availability; competition occurs for the most 

part in the roots (Pearson 1950, Cooper 1960, Spurr and Barnes 1980). An 

appropriate competition index in this case would estimate root competition. 

Other empirical and practical factors should be considered in the choice of 

a competition index. These include the strength of the relationship between tree 

growth and the index, stand structure (e.g., even-aged versus uneven-aged), ease 

of gathering field data, and ease of index calculation. Resources available to 

perform these functions are frequently limited. If a simple competition index 

shows as strong a relationship to tree growth as a more complex index, then the 

simple index is preferable. 

Lorimer (1983) grouped indices of competition into three categories: 1) 

complex indices measuring overlapping "zones of influence" among neighboring 

trees, 2) complex indices involving growing space polygons that measure the are 

potentially available to each tree, and 3) simple indices incorporating relative 

diameters and distances between subject trees and competitors. There is little 

difference in the relationship between growth and different indices, whether 
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complex or simple (Bella 1971, Moore et al. 1973, Hegyi 1974, Daniels 1976). In 

Lorimer's (1983) comparison of competition indices, he included a tree 

dominance relationship to account for changes in stand density and age. 

Essentially, Lorimer's (1983) approach was used in this study to find the 

most appropriate competition index. He tested several simple diameter-distance 

indices, variations on the commonly-used index: 

(10) 
n 

CI =. l: [(D/Dj)/DISTIj] 
J=1 

for n competitors, where Dj = diameter of each competing tree, j, Dj = diameter 

of subject tree, i, and DISTIj = distance between competing tree and subject tree 

(Hamilton 1969, Hegyi 1974, Daniels 1976). 

In Lorimer's (1983) paper, variations of this equation included a 

comparison of size of subject tree with its competitor and the level of density of 

stocking in the stand. The variations differed by modifying or eliminating the 

distance term, substituting basal area for diameter, selecting competitors by 

dominance class, and/or changing the radius or limiting distance within which 

competitors were included (search radius (R». Because crown width is a 

measure of tree dominance in light-limited forest types, Lorimer found the search 

radius by measuring the subject trees' crown widths, and mUltiplying the crown 

width by a series of multipliers. Thus, Lorimer calculated a set of estimates at 

different search radii for each competition index. He compared correlation 

coefficients to find the best search multiplier and the best index. 
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The equations used in my analysis included Lorimer's (1983) equation C6: 

(11) 
n 
I: [(B~/B~)/(DISTI/R)] 

j=l 

where BA = basal area, and R = search radius; equation ClO: 

(12) 

equation C14: 

(13) 

n 
. I: [(D/D1)/(DISTIj/R)] 
J=1 

n 
. I: [(D/D1)/(DISTIj/R) 1/2]; 
J=l 

and a distance-free equation, C18: 

(14) 

These equations were chosen because they showed the highest correlations with 

growth of red oak (Quercus rubra L.) (Lorimer 1983), the most shade-intolerant 

tree of the species evaluated: ponderosa pine is relatively shade intolerant. 

Although I used Lorimer's (1983) equations, I defined competitor 

dominance differently. First, Lorimer maintained that not all trees within a 

search radius compete with the subject tree and hence only competition from 

trees of the same crown class affect subject tree growth. Thus, for some of his 

competition indices, only trees of the same crown class are included in calculation 

of the competition index. Lorimer used crown width as an indicator of 
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dominance in hardwood stands. However, in ponderosa pine, tree diameter is a 

good, simple indicator of tree dominance in the stand, and is directly proportional 

to cambial surface area and hence to stand respiration (Cooper 1961). Lemmon 

and Schumacher (1962) found that crown canopy was not a good predictor of 

ponderosa growth, but that overstory basal area was. Basal area is directly 

related to tree diameter. Thus, in this study, to be consistent, I calculated each 

competition index in two ways. First, all competing trees within a given search 

radius were included in each index calculation, and second, only trees greater 

than or equal to the subject tree diameter were included. 

Additionally, I evaluated search radius differently from Lorimer. He 

calculated search radius using mean crown width and a constant multiplication 

factors. He tested several but reported results from only multiplication factor 3.S. 

However, since diameter in ponderosa pine is a good indication of dominance, in 

this study each subject tree's diameter (in meters) was systematically multiplied by 

values ranging from 10 to 100, by increments of 10 (the search multiplier) to 

determine search radius. Thus, if a subject tree's diameter were 0.324 m (32.4 

cm), then the first search radius used to estimate the competition index would be 

3.24 m; then second search radius would be 6.48 m, and so on. These values 

encompass a range of search radii, from quite near the tree bole, to far away 

from the bole. Each of the four competition indices was calculated 10 times 

using the 10 different search radii for all control trees at both sites. These 



calculations were performed with a BASIC program called CI.BAS. The 

algorithms and code used in CI.BAS are given in Appendix II. 
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Tree growth of each control tree at both Brannigan and Chimney Spring 

was compared to each tree's competition indices, to determine the best index, and 

the most appropriate search radius. Growth was expressed as PBAI, from 1975 

to 1984. The statistical association between 1975-1984 PBAI and the four 

competition indices at 10 different search radii were calculated using the 

Spearman Rank Test of Association (Gibbons 1976). This was necessary because 

some sets of competition indices were not normally distributed due to low 

stocking around some subject trees at Brannigan. Low stocking caused many 

competition indices to have a value of O. In this case, the sets of indices could 

not be transformed into normally distributed values. 

The results of the correlation analysis are displayed in Figures 2 and 3. 

Because large competition index values represent increased competition for 

limited resources, I expected a negative relationship between growth and 

competition. At Brannigan, when the indices included as competitors only those 

trees of diameter greater than or equal to the subject tree (Figure 2), the only 

significant relationship between growth and competition was at multiplicative 

factor= 10, for all indices, and the relationship is positive. However, the raw 

competition index values had only two trees in the set with index values greater 

than zero. Thus the few positive correlations between growth and competition 

are probably spurious. When the indices at Brannigan included all competing 
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Figure 2. Change in Speannan's R of control tree growth with competition 

index at increasing multiplicative factor at Brannigan Flat. Increasing 

multiplication factor results in wider search radius from subject tree. 
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Figure 3. Change in Spearman's R of control tree growth with competition 

index at increasing multiplicative factor at Chimney Spring. Increasing 

multiplication factor results in wider search radius from subject tree. 
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trees within a search radius (Figure 2), there were significant, negative 

correlations between growth and competition at all radii when the multiplicative 

factor for the search radius was 30 or over. The highest overall value 

(Spearman's R= -0.590) was for the distance-free index (Equation 14), at 

multiplicative factor = 80. 

The pattern of significance was reversed at Chimney Spring. The set of 

competition indices that included as competitors only those trees of diameter 

greater than or equal to the subject tree (Figure 3) had higher Spearman's R's 

than when all trees within a search radius were included as competitors (Figure 

3). When indices included only competitors greater than or equal to the subject 

tree, the highest value of R was -0.479, again for the distance-free index 

(Equation 14), at search radius = 40 times subject tree diameter (SID). When 

all competing trees within a search radius were included in the competition 

indices, the highest R was -0.377, again for Equation 14, at search radius = 60 

times SID. 

Comparing the two study areas, growth and competition relationships were 

different when the competition index included overstory only, versus including all 

trees. The difference in pattern of significance between the two study areas is 

probably due to management history. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Brannigan Flat 

was logged three times in the past, and thinned from below in 1974. There are 

few trees of any size close to the subject trees. When the competition indices 

include only competitors of equal or greater size at Brannigan, at smaller search 
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radii there were virtually no competitors, and the competition indices were O. 

Thus there was no significant relationship between competition indices and 

growth when inclusion of competitors was limited by size. Alternatively, Chimney 

Spring has never been logged or thinned; therefore, stocking is higher at Chimney 

Spring. However, competitors of smaller diameter than the subject trees clearly 

did not contribute to the statistical relationship between growth and competition. 

The relationship between growth and competition was uniformly lower when all 

potentially competing trees were included in the calculation of competition index. 

At high stand density, small trees were not effective competitors compared to 

larger trees. Lemmon and Schumacher (1962) found a similar result, where stand 

basal area of dominant trees was an important predictor of ponderosa pine 

growth, but basal area of understory trees was not. 

Overall, the results of this comparison of competition indices suggest that 

the best index of competition at both sites is the simple distance-free index 

(Equation 14). Ganzlin and Lorimer (1983) found similar results, in comparing 

distance-dependent indices with this same distance-free index. Additionally, 

results of this analysis are compatible with Cooper's (1961) study, where he 

showed that ponderosa pine growth rate in central Arizona was linearly related to 

the sum of all tree diameters in a unit area. He suggested a mechanism: that 

diameter is directly proportional to cambial area, and thus to cambial respiration 

in the stand. Compared to the required data and calculations of the other 

indices, use of the distance-free index in studies similar to this could potentially 
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reduce field data collection time as well as data entry and index calculation 

effort. 

Spearman's R for Equation 14 approaches an asymptote after the 

multiplicative factor for the search radius is 40 (Figures 2 and 3). Subsequently, 

Spearman's R increases less than 0.1 up to multiplicative factor = 100. When 

multiplicative factor is 40 or greater, all competition indices are significant, p < 

0.05 (excepting Brannigan Flat, when only trees of equal or greater diameter were 

included). Thus, using a search radius greater than 40 times SID should not 

substantially improve the predictive power of the growth/competition index 

relationship. 

Empirical evidence supports the finding that a distance roughly equal to 30 

to 40 times the subject tree diameter indicates the extent of competition. This 

evidence consists of studies of the lateral extent of ponderosa pine roots as it 

varies with tree diameters. The ratio of tree diameter (expressed in meters) to 

lateral root extent (m) can be thought of as a logical expression of the 

competition index multiplicative factor. The evidence is summarized below. 

Study Tree Lateral Distance (m) 
diameter (m) roots (m) Diameter (m) 

Pearson 1950 0.48 15.00 31.0 

Berndt 0.11 3.05 27.0 
& Gibbons 1958 

Berndt 0.13 6.10 48.0 
& Gibbons 1958 
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In the case of Pearson (1950), the report is anecdotal, and consists of a 

vague description: the "roots of a medium-sized tree commonly radiate 50 feet or 

more". I estimated that a "medium-sized tree" is about 48 cm in diameter (19 

inches), based on Pearson's descriptions of young-intermediate age classes, which 

he gives at 12-26 inches (30.5-66 cm) (pg. 39). Berndt and Gibbons (1958) report 

information about 2 trees, one in a sandy and the other in a stony loam soil in 

Colorado. Even though reported evidence is scanty, the calculated ratios of 

distance:diameter are within the range for the multiplicative factors discussed 

above. 

Growth models discussed in Chapter 4 use competition indices calculated 

for the distance-free index, Equation 14, at search radius = 40 times STD. At 

both sites, the index including all competitors will be used, despite the finding 

that at Chimney Spring, the growth relationship is stronger when only trees of 

equal size or greater are used to calculate the index. This is necessary, since at 

Brannigan Flat, only the indices calculated using all competitors yielded a 

significant relationship with growth. I conducted an a posteriori test of the 

validity of using the competition indices calculated with all competitors at 

Chimney Spring. Because competition index values were normally distributed at 

Chimney Spring, I was able to perform linear regressions between growth and 

competition indices using Equation 14 at search radius = 40 times STD, including 

all competitors or only those trees greater than or equal to STD. The resulting 

correlations were significant (p < 0.05). I tested differences between correlations 
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using a Student's t test of z-transformed correlation coefficients (Sokal and Rohlf 

1981 p. 584). There was no significant difference between correlation coefficients 

(ts = 0.9383, P = 0.6519; see table, below). 

Including all competitors 

Trees> = SID 

Descriptive variables 

r z 

-0.308 0.4005 

-0.537 0.6006 

n 
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Variables measuring size, age, vigor, and competitive status of trees are 

useful in describing tree populations. By comparing these variables, the 

similarities and differences between tree stands may be assessed. The purpose of 

this section is to compare the tree descriptor variables with respect to treatment 

and site. Although trees within and between sites were selected based on 

similarity of characteristics described previously, differences may exist between 

stands, and assessments of the descriptive variables may be useful in 

understanding differences, if any, in growth between treatments and growth 

between sites discussed in following chapters. 

Tree heights and crown lengths (tree top to lowest living branch) were 

measured with a clinometer. The ratio of crown length to tree height (crown 

ratio) was calculated by dividing the crown length by the total tree height. 

Age of the trees at breast height was estimated. Because increment cores 

rarely include the pith, pith ages were estimated for each core to within five years 

based on the date of the innermost visible ring and the curvature of the rings on 
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the core. Thus, if the estimated date were 1863, the age category would be taken 

as 1860. For comparative purposes, age within a 5-year category was recorded, 

not the calendar year date. The accuracy of this technique is probably within 1-2 

years of actual inside date, based on comparisons of multiple cores from trees 

where one core included the pith. 

Competition index, using Equation 14 at multiplicative factor 40, and 

including all trees within the search radius, was used to describe competitive 

status. In order to compare the two treatments, competition before the fire on 

the burned plots was estimated by adding to the data the diameters of the trees 

that apparently died in the fire. This estimate of pre-fire competition status has 

inherent error, because living competitors have grown since the fire, and probably 

the boles of trees killed in the fire have shrunk from water loss and decay. 

Comparisons of tree descriptors provide information about the similarity of 

tree stands. Descriptive statistics (range, mean, and standard deviation) were 

calculated for tree heights, crown ratios, tree ages, and competition indices. 

Distributions of these tree descriptors were compared using the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) 2-sample test (Gibbons 1976, p. 250). 

Descriptive statistics concerning tree heights, crown ratios, estimated tree 

age and diameters for both sites are given in Table 2. Results of the K-S test are 

given in Table 3. 

Distributions of all descriptive variables (tree height, crown ratio, tree age, 

and competition index) are similar for burned and unburned plots, within sites 



Table 2. Descriptive statistics (range, mean, and standard error) of tree descriptor variables. 

a. Chimney Soring 
Contro)a Burnedb 

Minimum Maximum Mean ± s.e. Minimum Maximum Mean ± s.e. 

Height (m) 12.2 27.4 18.8 ± 3.76 11.4 34.4 20.2 ± 6.25 

Crown ratio 0.32 0.84 0.54 ± 0.135 0.36 0.76 0.56 ± 0.140 

Age 60 185 85.6 ± 24.79 65 180 99.9 ± 36.41 

Competition index 4.94 29.16 15.10 ± 6.726 5.27 26.01 15.35 ± 5.094 

b. Brannigan Flat 
Controlc Burneda 

Minimum Maximum Mean ± ~ Minimum Maximum Mean ± S.e. 

Height (m) 9.9 26.2 15.7 ± 5.02 9.1 29.0 16.3 ± 6.49 

Crown ratio 0.40 0.92 0.63 ± 0.129 0.45 0.89 0.67 ± 0.119 

Age 50 190 95.1 ± 54.97 50 170 85.1 ± 42.76 

Competition index 2.37 12.86 7.59 ± 2.956 0.00 15.16 7.00 ± 3.263 

an=46 
bn =45 
cn =48 

~ 
UJ 



Table 3. Results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2-sample test comparing distributions of descriptive variables, 

on burned and control treatments at each site, and comparing all trees, between sites. Test statistic given is Dmax 

(dimensionless), the maximum difference in the cumulative distribution function. 

Descriptor 
variables: 

Tree height 

Crown ratio 

Age 

Competition index 

control vs. burned: comparing sites: 

Chimney Brannigan Chimney Spring vs. 
Surin!! Flat Branni!!an Flat 

0.156 

0.137 

0.256 

0.172 

0.218 

0.235 

0.204 

0.199 

0.5408 

0.3538 

0.6498 

0.5898 

8Dmax significantly greater than 0, p < 0.05 

~ 
~ 
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(Table 3). However, in comparing the descriptors between sites (Table 3), there 

are differences in all distributions. Although the test used was 2-tailed, trees at 

Brannigan were shorter, had higher crown ratios, were younger, and had less 

competition than trees at Chimney Spring. 

At both sites, control and burned stands have similar ranges and 

distributions of descriptive variables that reflect growing conditions and potential. 

Thus, in later analyses, it will be reasonable to model growth using control trees 

as a baseline for response to burning. 

Trees at Brannigan Flat were apparently younger and more vigorous than 

trees at Chimney Spring. Given that Brannigan Flat has been logged several 

times and thinned recently, and that Chimney Spring has never been logged or 

thinned, (reflected in the competition index distributions), these results are 

reasonable. The lower site index and youth of the trees at Brannigan are reasons 

for Brannigan trees being shorter than Chimney Spring trees. Lower competition 

and younger age would contribute to higher crown ratio. 



CHAPTER 4 

MODELS OF GROWTH RESPONSE TO FIRE 

In this chapter, I present two models of annual growth response to fire. 

One is oriented toward satisfying theoretical and research goals, the other toward 

practical applications. 

Methods 

Modeling strategies 

Growth response to a treatment such as burning is typically evaluated 

against a baseline of control tree growth. Thus, growth models must include 

variables measuring both treatment-related factors and other environmental 

factors that affect growth. Indicator or dummy variables that represent treatment 

conditions can be systematically added to the regression models and successively 

evaluated for significant contribution of variance (Neter et al. 1985). 

Predictors of growth response unrelated to burning 

In the past, forest mensurationists have modeled individual ponderosa pine 

growth primarily to determine the effects of varying levels of competition. For 

example, Ronco et al. (1985) used stand basal area as the sole predictor of 

diameter growth with good results (r2 = 0.98). In this study, the competition 

index used was calculated using Equation 14 at search radius of 40 (Chapter 3). 

46 
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Measures of crown size such as length, width, or area may also be used to 

model ponderosa pine growth. Crown dimensions are related to growth potential, 

since photosynthesis in the crown is the source of carbohydrates for growth 

(Waring 1983). For example, Oren et al. (1987) found that leaf area index and 

mean tree leaf area together were good predictors of ponderosa stand stemwood 

volume growth, with a multiple .-2 of 0.93. I used crown ratio in this study to 

model effects of crown characteristics on growth because many trees were 

sampled and crown ratio is easily measured. 

Tree diameters have been used as predictors of growth. In even-aged 

stands, subject tree diameter is a reflection of tree vigor and dominance within 

the stand (Lorimer 1983). However, in uneven-aged stands, diameter alone may 

have less predictive power because diameter would also be related to tree age. 

Alternatively, growth rate, expressed as the change in diameter or ring area 

over a short period of 2-3 years, is a good predictor of growth in subsequent 

years. Fritts and Shatz (1975) found that in ponderosa pine, there is often a 

statistically significant relationship between the tree-ring growth index of one year 

and indices of previous years. Short-term growth rate incorporates factors such as 

competitive status or stand dominance and genetic potential to grow, as well as 

recent climate and other environmental factors (Fritts 1976). Both tree diameter 

and average PBAI for the three years before the fire were considered in 

modeling this effect. 
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Another important growth factor is climate. For example, drought 

conditions (high temperatures and low precipitation) result in water deficits and 

heat stress which can reduce growth. As previously stated, droughts frequently 

occur in northern Arizona. In fact, climate may account for 60% or more of 

annual growth variance of ponderosa pines (Fritts 1976). Growth of the control 

trees and dummy variables for years since burning was used to account for 

climatic effects (Neter et al. 1985 p. 350). 

Predictors of growth response to burning 

Competition may be reduced by burning, and this factor should contribute 

positively to growth of residual trees. However, this effect may occur several 

years later, because trees killed by the fire may take two to three years to die 

(Dieterich 1979, Harrington 1987) and residual trees may be temporarily injured. 

Thus, several years may pass before surviving trees can occupy the root zone of 

dead trees. In fact, increased root and crown growth of surviving trees could 

actually result in decreased photosynthate allocation to cambial growth, since 

production of new roots, stems, and leaves increases the demand for 

photosynthetic products (Kramer and Kozlowski 1979). Schubert (1971) found 

that after thinning, only trees at very low stand densities (7 m2/ha) showed 

increased ring width the first year after thinning. Trees at higher stand densities 

(23 to 34 m2/ha) showed little change in ring width until the third year following 

thinning. Thus, any positive effects on cambial growth from fire-related 

reductions in competition could potentially take two years or more to occur. 



There should be a positive relationship between thinning intensity and growth 

rate of residual trees. The distance from subject trees and the diameter of 

burned, dead trees were measured during data collection. As previously 

discussed, the thinning index was calculated for each subject tree and this index 

was considered as an independent variable. 
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Foliage loss should always have a negative effect on growth, since 

photosynthetic potential is reduced. However, this factor is also related to season 

of the fire. A dormant-season fire that removes part of the lower crown may not 

reduce growth, because lower-crown branches are less physiologically active than 

those of the upper crown (Kramer and Kozlowski 1979). Alternatively, a 

growing-season fire could result in longer-term negative growth effects, 

particularly if buds and twigs are damaged. Not only would photosynthate 

production during the year of the fire be reduced, reduced production could 

continue in following years due to bud and twig damage. Foliage loss was not 

measured on subject trees following the fire. However, this factor potentially 

could be an important determinant of tree growth response to burning. 

Significance of foliage loss may be estimated by comparing lowest branch height 

of burned trees and control trees (assuming the trees grew no new branches in 

the lower crown after burning). If height of the lowest branches on burned trees 

is significantly higher than on control trees, then foliage loss from fire may be 

indicated. To determine if there was a difference, the distribution of heights of 

lowest branches was compared for all burned and control trees, using a 



Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of distributions. Lower crown height was used as a 

potential independent variable. 
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Differences in growth between study areas could be due to differing levels 

of competition, irrespective of management history. The importance of treatment 

and site is the actual issue in this study, however. An indicator variable, site

treatment interaction, was used to model this effect. 

The amount of time that has passed since burning should affect each year's 

growth, since recovery from any damage or response to improved conditions 

should take place over a period of years. I modeled this effect using a set of 

indicator variables representing each year since burning and treatment 

(treatment-year interaction). 

Other variables that could be important but were not considered in the 

models include season, nutrient status, and root and cambial damage. Season has 

been shown to affect mortality rates, where growing season fires cause more 

damage to buds than dormant season fires (Dieterich 1979, Harrington 1987). If 

the two sites were burned during different seasons, then season could be 

considered as a variable. However, I know that Chimney Spring was burned in 

November, 1976, and that, given typical management practices at the time (Anon. 

1987), Brannigan Flat was also probably burned in the fall. Thus, season was not 

considered in the model. 

Although volatilization may reduce total soil nitrogen during burning (see 

Chapter 1), nitrogen availability may be actually increased. For example 
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Covington and Sackett (1986) found that inorganic nitrogen levels in the soil 

increased in burned stands following a prescribed fire; after four years there was 

no difference in control and burned stands. The enhanced inorganic nitrogen 

concentrations lasted only a few years, as nutrients were probably immobilized in 

vegetation, the soil biota, or detritus, or gradually leached out of the root zone. 

Harris and Covington (1983), Ryan and Covington (1986), and Covington and 

Sackett (1986) present evidence for improved nutrient availability on burned plots 

at Chimney Spring. Effects of this improvement might enhance tree growth on 

burned plots. However, since there were no measures of nutrient status around 

each tree in this study, nutrient status could not be included as a variable in the 

models. 

Root and cambial damage could certainly result in decreased radial growth. 

Sackett (1980), for example, described slow-burning fires in the heavy duff layers 

around large trees at Chimney Spring during the 1976 fire, which would damage 

roots. Low-intensity fires can significantly reduce ectomycorrhizae in ponderosa 

pine stands (Harvey et al. 1980), which could reduce water and nutrient uptake to 

the trees. Cambium vitality can be measured, but could not have been 

meaningfully related to fire damage by the time these trees were sampled, eight 

years after the fire. Root and cambial damage were not considered in the model. 

However, this variable was minimized in my study by selecting trees that were not 

obviously fire-scarred or sloughing bark. 
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In summary, the variables that could be considered in assessing the growth 

response of ponderosa pines to burning included competition, crown 

characteristics, diameter, growth rate, climate, reduction in competition, foliage 

loss, and time. 

Modeling process 

A data set was compiled, with each subject tree's 1) identification code 

(site, treatment, and tree number), 2) postfire growth, the PBAI (cm2
) for each of 

the first eight years following the prescribed fire (1977-1984), 3) a number used 

to identify the year of growth since burning (always 0 for control trees), 4) 

previous growth, the average PBAI (cm2
) for three years before the fire 

(1974-1976), 5) competition index, 6) crown ratio, 7) thinning index, and 8) 

diameter. One half of the data set was used to develop models and the other 

half reserved to validate them. The data sets were divided by assigning alternate 

trees to each set. 

Postfire growth, previous growth, competition index, crown ratio, thinning 

index and diameter were correlated with each other in a series of simple linear 

regressions. This step was performed to determine which variable was most 

strongly correlated with growth following fire, and to determine the relationships 

among quantitative variables. The variable most strongly related to growth 

following fire was used to develop the first model. 

The data were tested for constancy of error variance over all observations 

and were natural logarithm-transformed where necessary (Neter et al. 1985 p. 
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615). Because there is no natural logarithm of the value zero, when a variable 

requiring transformation included observations of zero, the value one was added 

to each observation of that variable. 

Models were run using the program BMDP1R, a FORTRAN V program 

that performs multiple linear regression (Dixon et al. 1985). 

Research model. The first predictive equation was generated with the 

development data set, using postfire growth each year since burning as the 

dependent variable and previous growth as the independent variable. Then, using 

a forward-inclusion stepwise procedure, dummy variables representing treatment, 

years since burning, and treatment-year interaction (change in treatment response 

with year) were added in blocks (Nie et al. 1975). A probability level of 0.05 was 

used to decide whether to include dummy variables. 

At each step, models were evaluated for quantity of reduced variance, 

compared to the previous, simpler, model, using the F ratio that would be 

obtained if that variable were brought in on the next step. Models with the 

highest (significant) F-values were chosen at the end of each step. Steps 

continued until all dummy variables had been entered. 

The final Research Model was evaluated with the validation data set. The 

regression equation was applied to this data to predict growth each year after 

burning, and the ratio of predicted residual mean square to observed residual 

mean square was assessed for difference from perfect agreement (the ratio 

equaling 1). 
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Management Model. The Management Model predictive equation was 

developed and tested in the same manner. In this case, the independent variables 

were easily-obtained measurements that were strongly related to previous growth 

(the independent variable in the first model). These variables were transformed 

using natural logarithms where necessary. The same forward-inclusion stepwise 

procedure used for the first model was performed. Similarly, sets of dummy 

variables representing treatment, years since burning, and treatment-year 

interaction were added in blocks. Successive models were evaluated for quantity 

of contributed variance. Again, the final Management Model was evaluated with 

the validation data set. 

Results 

Correlations between quantitative variables 

Correlations between the quantitative variables are given in Table 4. 

Previous growth was most strongly correlated with growth following fire, and was 

also significantly correlated with all other variables. 

Not surprisingly, previous growth, competition index, crown ratio and 

diameter were all significantly correlated with each other. All correlations were 

positive except for those related to competition indices. Crown ratio (vigor) and 

competition index were inversely and significantly related to each other; more 

vigorous trees grew in relatively less dense stands. Crown ratio and competition 

index have been found to be strongly related to tree growth, as previously 



Table 4. Simple correlation coefficients (r) between quantitative variables used in developing models 

of growth. 

Previous Competition Crown 
growth index ratio 

Growth since fire 0.816a -0.487a 0.549a 

Previous growth 1.000 -0.584a 0.624a 

Competition index 1.000 -0.568a 

Crown ratio 1.000 

Thinning index 

DBH 

a = significant, p < 0.05, n = 88 

Thinning 
index 

-0.089 

-0.172 

0.370a 

0.154 

1.000 

DBH 

0.562a 

0.633a 

-0.45 Sa 

0.615a 

-0.013 

1.000 

VI 
VI 
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discussed, and in this case both were significantly related to growth before and 

after fire. Diameter was positively correlated with crown ratio and negatively 

with competition index; small trees with low crown ratios are in relatively dense 

stands, while large trees with high crown ratios have relatively less competition. 

Correlations between growth and diameter indicate that as tree size increased, 

growth before and after burning increased; large trees have relatively larger 

PBAI. 

Thinning index was not significantly related to post-fire growth. Perhaps 

the fires did not cause enough thinning to affect postfire growth, or the thinning 

offset damage from fire, resulting in no apparent overall effect. However, since 

there was no statistically significant relationship between fire-caused thinning and 

thinning index was not included in any further analysis. 

Of the other variables, previous growth, competition index and crown ratio 

were significantly correlated with change in competition due to burning. The 

positive relationship between competition index and thinning index is reasonable; 

trees in dense stands are often suppressed and weak, and may be more 

susceptible to fatal damage from fire. Harrington (1987) found that smaller trees, 

the usual occupants of dense stands of southwestern ponderosa pine, were more 

susceptible to death from burning than larger, more open-grown trees. This may, 

in fact, partially explain why there was no relationship between thinning index 

and postfire growth; the small trees that died were not effective competitors with 

the subject trees. 
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Research Model 

There was no difference between lowest branch height distributions in 

control and burned trees at Chimney Spring or at Brannigan Flat (Dmax = 0.121 

and 0.206, respectively, p > 0.05). Thus, foliage loss was not considered as a 

potential contributor to growth variance following burning in either the Research 

or the Management Model. 

Thinning index was not included as an independent variable since there 

was not a significant relationship between ,this index and growth after burning. 

The dependent variable was postfire growth, transformed to In(PBAI) of 

each individual year since burning. Stepwise addition of treatment factors 

included as independent variables postfire growth (In(PBAI previous growth», 

years since burning, and treatment-year interactions. Differences in growth due 

to study area were not important. Addition of site-treatment interaction did not 

significantly contribute to explained variance, so this variable was not included in 

the final model. 

The F value of the final Research Model was 118.952, p < 0.001, N = 704 

(88 trees x 8 years). Overall, the model explained 72% of total growth variance 

since burning (adjusted multiple ~ = 0.7217). 

Although some of the coefficients associated with sets of variables (years 

and treatment-year interactions) did not have significant t values, they were not 

dropped from the equation. This is because they represented categories which 

are being compared to each other to assess for differential effects (Nie et al. 
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1975), and because there was significant autocorrelation in the model 

(Durbin-Watson statistic = 0.8650, P <·0.05). Significant autocorrelation implied 

that there was an important relationship between growth of one year and the 

following year, and the years themselves cannot be considered separately (Neter 

et al. 1985 p. 444-448). 

Autoregressive modeling is a remedial measure sometimes used to remove 

autocorrelation from tree-ring series. When autoregressive modeling is 

performed, the autocorrelatinn structure of a time series is determined, and the 

uncorrelated residuals may be used for further analysis (Monserud 1986). 

However, the time series so modeled must be stationary, and the PBAI series 

used in this analysis were not stationary. On visual examination of PBAI series, 

the values decreases in time, probably because competition has gradually 

increased with stand development. 

Coefficients of the equation, and Student's t-values associated with each 

coefficient are given in Table 5. Signs of the coefficients are as expected. The 

relationship between previous growth and postfire growth was positive. 

Signs of the years-since-burning coefficients varied as might be expected 

with climatic variation. Annual precipitation and temperature for Flagstaff, 

Arizona for the hydrologic years (October 1 to September 30) 1977 to 1984 

(National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration 1984) are plotted in 

Figure 4. The coefficient for Year 1 after burning (1977) was relatively large and 

negative; although temperature was below average, precipitation was far below 
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Table 5. Regression model coefficients and Student's t values of the Research 

Model. Adjusted multiple r2 = 0.7217 and the standard error of the estimate = 

0.3525. 

Variable Coefficient t value 

Intercept -0.01418 

In(previous growth) 0.90736 39.091a 

Year 1 (1977) -0.37584 -5.814 

Year 2 (1978) 0.02063 0.319 

Year 3 (1979) 0.20309 3.143a 

Year 4 (1980) 0.20299 3. 142a 

Year 5 (1981) -0.02436 0.377 

Year 6 (1982) 0.09927 1.536 

Year 7 (1983) 0.04871 0.754 

Treatment-year 1 (1977) -0.25357 -3.373a 

Treatment-year 2 (1978) -0.19648 -2.6138 

Treatment-year 3 (1979) -0.10812 -1.438 

Treatment-year 4 (1980) 0.02543 0.338 

Treatment-year 5 (1981) 0.02462 0.327 

Treatment-year 6 (1982) -0.00997 -0.133 

Treatment-year 7 (1983) 0.04481 0.596 

aSignificant difference, p < 0.05, n = 704 ( = 88 trees x 8 years) 



Figure 4. Annual precipitation and temperature (hydrologic year) at 

Flagstaff, Arizona 1977-1984. 
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average. Years 3 and 4 (1979 and 1980) had significant, positive coefficients, 

when years were cool and wet. 
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The treatment-year interaction showed a significant negative effect for two 

years immediately after fire. No other treatment-year interaction coefficients 

were significant, but they gradually became less negative and varied around zero. 

These coefficients nonetheless reveal a growth response to burning, illustrated in 

Figure 5. For the first three years following the fires (1977-1979), coefficients 

were negative, but decreasingly so each year. By year 4 (1980), the values have 

apparently stabilized, and vary around zero. Autocorrelation in the series 

effectively smooths this curve; without it, the 1977 value would probably be more 

negative, and one or more values after 1980 might even be significant, and 

positive. However, this curve, as it is, and the t-values of the coefficients, show 

that there are early, negative effects of burning on ponderosa pine growth, but 

these effects are shortlived (only three years). 

This model validated well. The residual mean square of the equation was 

0.1243. Mean square of values of the validation data set minus values predicted 

from the model was 0.1290. These mean squares have a ratio very close to one 

(1.04), which means that the model adequately predicted the validation data set 

(Snee 1977). 

Management Model 

- Competition index (CI), crown ratio (CR) and subject tree diameter 

(DBH) were the variables most strongly correlated with previous growth in the 



Figure 5. Change in multiple regression coefficients of the treatment-year 

interaction with time in the Research Model. 
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initial correlation analysis (Table 4). These variables are easily measured in the 

field, and thus were chosen as the quantitative independent variables in the 

management-oriented model. The dependent variable was, again, postfire growth, 

defined as individual year In(PBAI) for the years 1977-1984. 

Site-treatment and treatment-year interactions did not significantly 

contribute to explained variance, so these variables were not included in the final 

model. 

The final management model included In(CI), In(CR) and In(DBH) where 

the dummy variables were treatment and year. The F value of the final 

Management Model was 67.10, p < 0.001). Total variance of postfire growth 

explained by the model was 52% (adjusted multiple x2 = 0.518). 

Coefficients of the equation and Student's t values for each variable are 

given in Table 6. The coefficient for competition index is negative, which 

isreasonable; there should be an inverse relationship between competition and 

tree growth. Crown ratio and subject tree diameter have positive coefficients, 

which is also reasonable, and consistent with results of the initial correlation 

analysis. In the correlation analysis, the correlation coefficients between crown 

ratio and growth, and subject tree diameter and growth, were positive. The 

coefficient for treatment was negative, indicating an overall negative effect of 

burning on post-fire growth. Sign and significance of the years-since-burning 

coefficients (climate) varied similarly to that of the first model. The only 
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Table 6. Regression model coefficients and Student's t values of the 

Management Model. Adjusted multiple ~ = 0.518 and the standard error of the 

estimate = 0.4626. 

Variable Coefficient 

Intercept 1.41272 

In(DBH) 0.49359 

In( competition index -0.33372 

In( crown ratio) 0.10079 

Treatment -0.10409 

Year 1 -0.49954 

Year 2 -0.07538 

Year 3 0.15026 

Year 4 -0.21541 

Year 5 -0.01233 

Year 6 0.09439 

Year 7 0.07060 

t value 

7.649a 

-9.117a 

5.508a 

-2.954a 

-7. 162a 

-1.081 

2. 154a 

-3.008a 

-0.177 

1.353 

1.012 

a = significant, p < 0.05, n = 704 (= 88 trees x 8 years) 
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exception was year 2 following fire, but in neither model was this Student's t 

value significant. 

The Management Model also validated well. The residual mean square of 

the equation was 0.214, and the mean square of the validation data set minus 

predicted values was 0.235. The ratio of these two values is 0.91, indicating that 

they are very similar, and that the equation made an accurate prediction of the 

validation data. 

The Durbin-Watson statistic for this model indicates significant 

autocorrelation (DW = 0.5777, p < 0.05). Since there is no time-dependent 

growth response to fire (treatment-year interaction) in this model, autocorrelation 

is probably not an important consideration in interpreting the results. 

Discussion 

The strong and positive relationship between previous growth and post-fire 

growth suggests that factors affecting tree growth rate before the fire continued to 

affect post-fire growth; trees that grew well before the fire, grew well after the 

fire. As expected, trees that grew well had fewer competitors, were large, and 

had high crown ratios. 

Because the Research Model explained more variance that the 

Management Model (72% vs. 52%), the Research Model is a more accurate 
.-

representation of growth response to burning. Doth models validated similarly 

and well. 
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The results from the Research Model suggest that there was a decrease in 

growth of burned trees for 3 years at both study areas. After that, burned-tree 

growth stabilized and was similar to that of control trees. There were no 

significant positive growth effects on burned trees in the eight years following fire. 

What fire-related factor(s) were responsible for the observed growth 

response? Morris and Mowat (1958), Lynch (1959) and Wooldridge and Weaver 

(1965) all stated that in their studies, the amount of fire-caused thinning was the 

most important determinant of growth response: the more thinning, the more 

positive the response. Since there was little apparent thinning in my study areas, 

there was no significant increase in growth. 

Other studies have found foliage loss to be an important determinant of 

growth response to burning. Pearson et al. (1972) found that, following an 

Arizona wildfire, trees with less than 60% foliage loss exhibited increased growth. 

Alternatively, Wyant et ai. (1983) attributed an increase in shoot growth to 

removal of lower, less efficient foliage, and improved phot<?synthetic efficiency. 

Based on canopy height comparisons, I inferred that there was no significant 

foliage loss following the fire at my sites, so foliage loss probably was not a 

contributing factor to decreased growth. 

The effect of cambial damage on burned ponderosa pine growth has not 

been studied, but could reasonably contribute to decreased growth following 

burning (Connaughton 1936). Mortality, for example, has been related to severe 

bole burning (Lynch 1959, Wyant et al. 1986). In the initial sampling, trees with 
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fire scars or bark sloughing were excluded from the sample, which eliminated the 

most severely damaged trees. However, cambial damage probably occurred to 

some trees. 

Trees may have experienced root damage from the fires. For example, 

Harvey et al. (1980) found a decrease in ectomycorrhizae in Douglas-fir/larch 

forests following partial cutting and broadcast burning. If root damage were 

responsible for the observed reduced growth, there should have been a negative 

relationship between growth and diameter since larger trees, which had greater 

fuel loads beneath them, should have been more affected. The correlation 

analysis, however, showed a positive relationship between postfire annual growth 

and diameter. This result could have occurred simply because the larger trees 

were growing under relatively optimal conditions (lower competition, higher 

crown ratios) compared to smaller trees, and so had relatively higher growth. 

No measured factor appeared to be responsible for the observed lower 

basal area growth for the first few years after burning. In fact, improved nutrient 

relations (Harris and Covington 1983, Ryan and Covington 1986 and Covington 

and Sackett 1986 and water availability (Haase 1986) should have contributed 

positively to growth. However, if fire did cause cambial and root damage, and 

death of ectomycorrhizae (Harvey et al. 1980), nutrient and water uptake could 

have been inhibited. 

Potentially, reallocation of carbohydrates to roots and crown could be the 

factor responsible for both model results. The correlation analysis shows no 
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significant relationship between thinning index and postfire annual growth. In my 

discussion of predictors of burning response, however, I suggested that reduced 

competition could result in decreased photosynthate allocation to cambial growth, 

because of increased allocation to roots and shoots. Of all woody plant tissues, 

the cambium has lowest priority for photosynthate allocation (Waring 1983). This 

factor might also explain why observed increased nutrients (at Chimney Spring) 

apparently did not have a positive effect on cambial growth; nutrients may have 

been used for expanding root or shoot growth. Four years after the fire, nutrient 

levels were similar to those before the fire, so perhaps by the time root expansion 

slowed, the cambium could not immediately benefit from the nutrient pulse. 

Other studies of fires in ponderosa pine where significant thinning occurred 

found a positive stem growth response (Morris and Mowat 1958, Lynch 1959, Van 

Sickle and Hickman 1959, Pearson et al. 1972). In these studies, growth was 

measured 6, 8, 30, and 5 years after the fires, respectively; three of four within 

the same amount of time for which I have growth data. However, in this study, 

stand density was quite high, and Schubert (1971) noted that under high stand 

densities, southwestern ponderosa pine responds slowly to thinning. 

The areas in this study were burned with a single prescribed fire after a 

century of fire exclusion. Response to burning may be different following 

repeated fires. There should be less fuel, particularly by the third fire since the 

first fire may produce even more fuel than existed before the initial fire (Sackett 

1980). Thinning from fire should decrease with each successive fire, as weak 
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individuals die. Thus, if root expansion is responsible for decreased growth in 

this model, then successive fires may not cause negative effects. In fact, if 

nutrient release continues to occur with repeated burns, as indicated by 

Covington and Sackett (1986), then stem growth may increase. A study of growth 

in areas repeatedly burned should clarify these questions. 

Management history did not affect growth response to burning. In 

developing both models, site-treatment interaction was removed as a potential 

indicator variable. Recall that there are different management histories at the 

two study areas: Chimney Spring has been protected from logging and grazing, 

while Brannigan Flat has been grazed continually since settlement, logged several 

times, and thinned before burning. In this case, differences in management 

history resulted in different competition levels, and the correlation analysis 

indicated an inverse relationship between postfire growth and competition. 

Chimney Spring had significantly higher competition levels than Brannigan Flat. 

The fact that site-treatment interaction is not an important contributor to growth 

variance implied that in this case, management history itself is not an important 

factor in determining growth response to burning. Thus, the important difference 

between the study areas was stand density, and not thinning history. 

The Research Model showed a two-year decrease in growth due to the 

initial prescribed fire, with burned-tree growth becoming similar to control-tree 

growth by the fourth year after fire. Time-dependent relations are obscured by 

effects of autocorrelation in the model. However, the duration of negative effects 
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does imply that the recovery period from the initial prescribed fire is about four 

years. 

As expected, the Management Model was less effective in predicting the 

effects of prescribed burning on southwestern ponderosa pine growth. Ln(CI), 

In(CR) and In(DBH) were not, taken together, as useful in predicting postfire 

growth as was previous growth. This result is reasonable. Competition index, 

crown ratio and diameter are only approximations of growth potential, whereas 

previous growth is an actual growth measure. In addition, there is always 

sampling error associated with any observation. Thus, since there are three 

measured variables in the Management Model compared to one variable in the 

Research Model, more sampling error exists in the data used to build model 

coefficients. However, the results of the validation analysis indicate that this 

model is a good predictor of postfire growth, and should be a useful tool to 

managers. 

Another characteristic of the Management Model is that there was no 

time-dependent treatment relationship as with the previous growth model; the 

treatment effect was simply negative. In the Research Model, previous growth 

was a measure of growing conditions (both genetic and environmental) 

immediately before treatment, both within and outside of the tree. All variables 

in the Management Model were measured eight or nine years after treatment 

(although CI is an estimate of conditions before the fire). These variables 



estimate general growing conditions, however, they apparently are not good 

predictors of time-dependent relationships following treatment. 
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The results of this study are clear, if the mechanisms causing them are not 

yet conclusively resolved. This situation is due to the complex relationship 

between radial growth, physiology and the environment. Although I attempted to 

eliminate and account for factors related and unrelated to fire that affect growth, 

I found that there were important potential fire-related factors that I could not 

directly measure or relate to growth (for example, foliage loss, changed nutrient 

relations, and root damage). These problems undoubtedly are responsible for the 

apparent contradictory results in other studies of prescribed burning and 

ponderosa pine growth. Studies of growth response to fire (or indeed, any 

environmental disturbance) must delineate and factor out the general and site

specific factors both related and unrelated to fire that can affect tree growth. 

Only then can fire effects be quantified, and appropriate fire management 

programs implemented. 

Management implications 

The interpretation of the Management Model is that prescribed burning 

had only an overall negative growth effect, in contrast to the Research Model, 

where growth effect of burning was time-dependent, and short-lived. Users of the 

Management Model must be aware of the difference in these interpretations. 

The Management Model, while accounting for less total growth variance, is 



nonetheless a good predictor of post-fire growth and can provide the manager 

with information about the magnitude of growth effects from burning. 
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In developing both models, site-treatment interaction was removed as a 

potential dummy variable. The reader should recall that there are different 

management histories at the two study areas: Chimney Spring has been protected 

from logging and grazing, while Brannigan Flat has been grazed continually since 

settlement, logged several times and thinned before burning. In this case, 

differences in management history resulted in different competition levels, and 

the correlation analysis in this chapter indicated an inverse relationship between 

post-fire growth and competition. In Chapter 3, the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test for 

differences in competition index between study areas showed that Chimney Spring 

had significantly higher competition levels than Brannigan Flat. The fact that 

site-treatment interaction is not an important contributor to growth variance 

implies that management history (as defined by these levels of thinning, logging, 

and grazing) itself is not an important factor in determining growth response to 

burning at these two sites. Thus, the important difference between the study 

areas was competition levels, and not thinning history. 

The Research Model, using previous growth as the quantitative 

independent variable, showed a significant two-year decrease in growth due to the 

initial prescribed fire, with burned-tree growth becoming similar to control-tree 

growth by the fourth year after fire. Time-dependent relations are obscured by 

effects of autocorrelation in the model. However, the duration of negative effects 
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does imply that the recovery period from the initial prescribed fire is about four 

years. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The objectives of this study were to determine whether prescribed burning 

affected ponderosa pine growth in stands managed differently, to see if 

management practices used at these sites affected growth response to burning, 

and to model growth response to burning. 

At least 15 trees in each of three size classes, for control and burned 

treatments were sampled at two study areas in northern Arizona (188 trees total). 

Chimney Spring had never been logged, had not burned from 1876 to 1976, and 

was protected from grazing since 1926. Brannigan Flat had been logged three 

times, grazed continuously since late-nineteenth century settlement, and thinned 

before burning. Both areas were burned in late 1976. Data collected included 

tree diameters, heights and crown lengths, and the distance and diameter of 

potential competitors. Two increment cores from each tree were taken, and each 

core was crossdated and annual rings measured. Growth was expressed as 

periodic basal area increment (PBAI). PBAI was calculated for the three years 

before the fire (1974-1976) and for eight years after the fire (1977-1984). 

Because competition has an important relationship to ponderosa pine 

growth, several different competition indices were calculated. The competition 

indices were compared to the most recent ten-year PBAI of control trees (both 
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sites) and the competition index with the best relationship to tree growth was 

selected. This index was the simplest index of competition. 
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The distributions of tree descriptive statistics were compared between 

treatments and between study areas. The variables described included tree 

height, crown length, tree age, and competition index. There was no difference in 

these variables with respect to treatment, at either study area. However, trees at 

Chimney Spring were generally older, less vigorous, taller and had a higher stand 

density (reflected by competition indices) than trees at Brannigan Flat. These 

results were congruent with the management history of the sites, since Chimney 

Spring had never been logged or thinned, whereas Brannigan Flat had been 

logged several times and thinned from below before burning. 

Using multiple regression techniques, models of postburn growth response 

were developed to fulfill the study objectives. Two models were developed; one, 

to best model burning response (Research Model), and a second, to enable 

managers to predict burning response from easily- measured variables 

(Management Model). 

PBAI's in the years since burning were compared to variables that might 

reasonably contribute to post-fire growth, using a series of simple linear 

regressions. These variables included average PBAI in the three years previous 

to fire, competition index, crown ratio, change in competition due to burning, and 

DBH. The strongest relationship with postfire PBAI was previous growth. 

Interestingly, the weakest relationship was with the competition index of burned, 
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dead trees (reduction in competition). Possibly, thinning sufficient to affect 

growth did not occur from the fires. Previous growth was also significantly 

correlated with competition index, crown ratio, and DBH. These relationships 

are reasonable, since stand density and crown ratio directly affect ponderosa pine 

growth, and larger trees grow in less dense stands. 

Two study objectives were fulfilled with the same type of analysis. Models 

of growth response to burning were developed and validated with field data. The 

models were based on quantitatively measured values and dummy variables that 

accounted for treatment, time, and site factors. Years since burning was a 

variable which helped to account for climatic influence. A treatment-year 

interaction accounted for change in growth response with time, as trees recovered 

from damage and responded to environmental change. 

No significant site-treatment interaction with postfire growth was found. 

There was no difference in burning response with respect to site, and thus to 

management history. The important difference affecting burning response 

between the two sites was vigor and stand density, not logging and thinning 

history. 

Since previous growth may be considered to be an integrated measure of 

the environmental factors that affect growth in a given year, this value was used 

to develop the Research Model. Dummy variables were added as noted above. 

Variables that best described post-fire growth in the Research Model included 

years and treatment-year interaction. Total variance explained by the model was 
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72%. Climate (years) significantly affected growth in some years, but both 

control and burned trees were similarly affected. Treatment-year interaction was 

significant for two years following fire, with negative coefficients, and 

treatment-year coefficients fluctuated around zero after the third year. Because 

there was significant autocorrelation in the model, the growth response was 

smoothed. Nonetheless, there was apparently a short-term decrease in growth 

due to burning, which lasted only two to three years. Subsequently, growth of 

trees in the burned areas was similar to that of control trees. The model was 

validated using a reserved portion of the data, and results indicated that the 

model was a good predictor of postfire growth. 

The management-oriented model was developed using competition index, 

crown ratio and DBH as the quantitative variables. These variables were most 

strongly related to previous growth, and are easily measured. The final 

Management Model included competition index, crown ratio, and diameter, with 

treatment and years. Treatment-year interaction was not significant; there was no 

time-dependent effect of treatment as in the first model. Treatment had a 

negative coefficient, so the interpretation of this model was that there was an 

overall negative effect of fire on growth. The years (climate) that were significant 

in this model were the same as in the first model. Total variance reduced was 

52%, 20% less than the first model. However, validation results indicated that 

this model, too, was a good predictor of postfire growth. 

Positive effects of prescribed burning might have been expected, because 
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burning caused no apparent damage to sampled trees, and there was definite 

environmental amelioration (at least at Chimney Spring; increased nutrients and 

water availability). However, at least a short-term negative growth response was 

found. Root heating and damage may have occurred, although large trees would 

be expected to have experienced the greatest growth reduction, and this was not 

the case. Although there was no significant relationship between fire-related 

thinning and postfire growth, thinning might have contributed to negative growth 

response, if root expansion resulted in reduced photosynthate allocation to 

cambial tissue. If subsequent fires were cooler because they burned with less 

fuel, and they caused less thinning, environmental amelioration might result in a 

short-term positive growth response to burning. 

There are several management implications of this study: 1) there was a 

short-term negative effect of the initial prescribed fire at these sites, 2) there is 

no difference in response to burning with respect to management history, and 3) 

impact of burning is probably greatest in dense stands of small trees; at the same 

time, thinning may be greater in these stands. 



APPENDIX I 

PROGRAM TO CALCULATE PERIODIC BASAL AREA INCREMENTS 

This appendix contains the operation and code of an Applesoft 1 Basic 

program used to estimate periodic basal area increments (PBAI's) from raw ring 

width measurements. Specifically, the program is designed to use raw ring widths 

generated with the tree-ring measuring system described in Robinson and Evans 

(1980), and the program MEASURE/PULSE COUNTER distributed by 

COMPU TA Systems and Software2
• 

Operation of PBAI-TREES 

PBAI-TREES is the Applesoft Basic program written to estimate PBAI's 

from raw ring width measurements. The program assumes that there are two 

cores per tree. As input from the keyboard, the program asks the number of 

trees for which PBAI's will be estimated, the year that tree diameter was 

measured, the filenames of each increment core's measurements, and the time 

periods desired to be calculated. Note that if the user has only one core per tree, 

then the same filename for each tree may be entered twice. In addition, note 

that the time periods to calculate PBAI may not overlap. The raw ring width 

1 Applesoft is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 

2 832 Divisadero, Monterey, California, U.S.A. 93940. 
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measurements are input from disk, and PBAl-TREES expects the following 

records to be in the RRW measurement files: 1) core identification, 2) measurer's 

name, 3) day measured, 4) month measured, 5) year measured, 6) year of first 

ring measured, 7) measurement of first ring (mm x 100) to the measurement of 

last ring (mm x 100), and 8) 999 [end of file]. 

The first output of the program is a copy of the information input from the 

keyboard. At the end of the program, the PBAl calculations (cm2
) always are 

output to a lineprinter, and may be optionally saved on disk. There is one 

column per record, and the format of the disk output is: 1) np (number of time 

periods), 2) beginning year1 and end year1 to beginning yearnp to end yearnp' 3) nt 

(number of trees), 4) tree identificationp 5) PBAl1,1 to PBAl1,np' 6) tree 

identificationnt, and 7) PBAInt ,1 to PBAInt,np. 

Code of PBAI-TREES 

10 REM ** PROGRAM WRITTEN IN APPLESOFf 

20 REM ** TO PROCESS STANDARD RAW RING WIDTH FILES 

30 REM * * WRITTEN ON AN APPLE lIE 

40 REM ** 

50 PR#O 

60 PRINT "PROGRAM TO CALCULATE" 

70 PRINT "PERIODIC AREA INCREMENTS" 

80 PRINT "FROM TREE-RING MEASUREMENTS" 



90 PRINT 

100 PRINT "SEVERAL TREES MAY BE PROCESSED" 

110 PRINT "AT THE SAME TIME. YOU NEED TO KNOW:" 

120 PRINT 

130 HTAB 10: PRINT "1) TREE DIAMETER" 

140 HTAB 10: PRINT "2) YEAR TREE DIAMETER TAKEN" 

150 PRINT 

160 REM *** 

170 DIM RRW(1000),ARW(1000),BRW(1000),BY(2),NY(2) 

180 PI = 3.14159 

190 D$ = CHR$(4) 

200 REM 

210 REM *** START INPUT PROCESS *** 

220 REM 

230 PRINT "NUMBER OF TREES TO PROCESS (2 CORE FILES PER 

TREE)" 

235 INPUT NFL 

240 DIM FI$(NFL,2), DIA(NFL),LY(NFL),DY(NFL),TR$(NFL) 

250 PRINT 

260 PRINT "WERE ALL TREE DIAMETERS" 

270 INPUT "TAKEN THE SAME YEAR?";S$ 

280 S$ = LEFf$ (S$, 1) 
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290 IF S$ = "N" GOTO 340 

300 PRINT "WHAT YEAR WERE TREE DIAMETERS TAKEN?":INPUT D 

310 FOR I = 1 TO NFL 

320 DY(I) = D 

330 NEXT I 

340 REM 

350 IF NFL/I0 = INT(NFL/I0) THEN K= NFL/lO 

360 IF NFL/lO > INT(NFL/lO) THEN K = INT(NFL/lO) + 1 

370 FOR J = 1 TO K 

380 IF NFL> J*lO THEN L= J*lO 

390 IF NFL < = J*lO THEN L=NFL 

400 IF K= 1 THEN Q= 1 

410 IF K > 1 THEN Q=«J-l)*l0)+ 1 

420 FOR I = Q TO L 

430 PRINT "TREE ";I:PRINT 

440 PRINT "FIRST CORE FILENAME= ":INPUT FI$(I,I) 

450 PRINT 

460 PRINT "SECOND CORE FILENAME = ":INPUT FI$(I,2) 

470 PRINT 

480 TR$(I) = LEFT$(FI$(I,I),5) 

490 PRINT "DIAMETER (CM) = ":INPUT DIA(I) 

500 PRINT 
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510 IF S$ = "N" THEN INPUT "YEAR DIAMETER MEASURED ";DY(I) 

520 PRINT:PRINT 

530 NEXT I 

540 PRINT "CHECK RESPONSES CAREFULLY" 

550 PRINT 

560 HTAB 3:PRINT "TREE";:HTAB 9:PRINT "CORES";:HTAB 17:PRINT 

"DBH"; 

570 HTAB 24:PRINT "YEAR DBH" 

580 HTAB 25:PRINT "TAKEN" 

590 FOR I = Q TO L 

600 PRINT I;:HTAB 3:PRINT TR$(I);:HTAB 9:PRINT FI$(I,I); 

610 HTAB 17:PRINT DIA(I);:HTAB(24):PRINT DY(I) 

620 HT AB 9:PRINT FI$(1,2) 

630 NEXT I 

640 PRINT "ARE THESE OK?(Y /N)":INPUT RES$ 

650 GOSUB 2540 

660 IF R$ = "Y" THEN GOTO 900 

670 IF ST = 1 THEN GOTO 640 

680 PRINT "WHICH LINE IS INCORRECT?":INPUT LI 

690 IF LI > NFL THEN GOTO 680 

700 PRINT 

710 IF LI = 0 THEN GOTO 900 
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720 PRINT "INPUT APPROPRIATE NUMBER FOR INCORRECT ENTRY" 

730 PRINT :PRINT "LINE",LI 

740 PRINT 

750 PRINT "1. TREE NAME: ";TR$(LI):PRINT" 2. CORE 1: ";FI$(LI,I); 

760 HT AB 23:PRINT "3. CORE 2: ";FI$(LI,2) 

770 PRINT "4. DBH: ";DIA(LI);" 5. YEAR DBH TAKEN: ",DY(LI) 

780 PRINT "INPUT NUMBER OF INCORRECT ENTRY INLINE ",LI:INPUT 

CHECK 

790 PRINT 

800 IF CHECK = 1 THEN INPUT "TREE ";TR$(LI) 

810 IF CHECK = 2 THEN INPUT "CORE 1 = ";FI$(LI,I) 

820 IF CHECK = 3 THEN INPUT "CORE 2= ";FI$(LI,2) 

830 IF CHECK = 4 THEN INPUT "DIAMETER = ";DIA(LI) 

840 IF CHECK = 5 THEN INPUT "YEAR DIAM. TAKEN= ";DY(LI) 

850 PRINT 

860 PRINT "ANYMORE? (Y /N)":INPUT RES$ 

870 GOSUB 2540 

880 IF R$ = "Y" THEN GOTO 680 

890 IF ST = 1 THEN GOTO 860 

900 REM 

910 NEXT J 

920 REM ** INPUT PERIODS TO CALCULATE PAl 
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930 PRINT 

940 PRINT "NUMBER OF PERIODS TO BE CALCULATED:":INPUT NUM 

950 DIM PER(NUM,2),P AI(NFL,NUM) 

960 PRINT 

970 PRINT "INPUT PERIODS TO CALCULATE AREA" 

980 PRINT "INCREMENTS, STARTING WITH THE MOST" 

990 PRINT "RECENT AND WORKING BACKWARDS" 

1000 PRINT TAB(10)"EG., 1975-1985 THEN 1965-1974" 

1010 PRINT 

1020 PRINT "* * * NOTE THERE MAY BE NO GAPS BETWEEN PERIODS! 

***" 

1030 PRINT 

1040 FORI = 1 TO NUM 

1050 PRINT 

1060 PRINT "FOR TIME PERIOD",I 

1070 PRINT 

1080 PRINT "PERIOD BEGINS":INPUT PER(I,l) 

1090 PRINT "PERIOD ENDS":INPUT PER(I,2) 

1100 IF PER(I,l) > PER(I,2) THEN PRINT "TRY AGAlN":GOTO 1080 

1110 NEXT I 

1120 PRINT 

1130 PRINT "THESE ARE THE TIME PERIODS SELECTED" 



1140 PRINT 

1150 PRINT TAB(5tBEGIN";TAB(12)"END" 

1160 FOR I = 1 TO NUM 

1170 PRINT I;TAB(6)PER(I,1);TAB(12)PER(I,2) 

1180 NEXT I 

1190 INPUT "ARE THESE OKAY? (Y /N)";RES$ 

1200 GOSUB 2540 

1210 IF R$ = "Y" THEN GOTO 1280 

1220 IF ST = 1 THEN GOTO 1260 

1230 PRINT "WHICH LINE NUMBER CONTAINS INCORRECT 

INFORMATION?" 

1235 INPUT LI 

1240 PRINT "PERIOD BEGINS":INPUT PER(LI,l) 

1250 PRINT "PERIOD ENDS":INPUT PER (LI,2) 

1260 PRINT "ANYMORE? (Y /N)":INPUT RES$:GOSUB 2540 
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1270 IF R$ = "Y" THEN GOTO 1230: IF ST = 1 THEN PRINT "TRY AGAIN" 

1275 GOTO 1260 

1280 REM 

1290 GOSUB 2970 

1300 PRINT 

1310 PRINT "THE TWO OUTPUT OPTIONS ARE:" 

1320 PRINT TAB(lO)"(l) LINEPRINT ONLY" 



1330 PRINT TAB(10)"(2) UNEPRINT AND SAVE TO DISK" 

1340 PRINT 

1350 PRINT "WHICH DO YOU WANT? (1 OR 2)":INPUT OPT 

1360 IF OPT < > 1 AND OPT < > 2 THEN PRINT "TRY AGAIN":GOTO 

1350 

1370 PRINT 

1380 IF OPT = 2 THEN PRINT "FILENAME FOR OUTPUT':INPUT FO$ 

1390 PRINT 

1400 PRINT "OK. READY TO GO" 

1410 PRINT:PRINT "REMOVE THE PROGRAM DISK" 

1420 PRINT "AND INSERT YOUR RAW RING WIDTH DISK" 

1430 PRINT "INTO DRIVE 1 WITH A WRITE-PROTECT TAB" 

1440 PRINT:PRINT "ARE YOU READY? (YIN)" 

1450 INPUT RES$ 

1460 GOSUB 2540 

1470 IF R$ = "N" OR ST = 1 THEN GOTO 1410 

1480 PRINT 

1490 REM *** 

1500 FOR J = 1 TO NFL 

1510 REM *** CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF YEARS IN EACH FILE 

1520 IF N = 0 GOTO 1590 

1530 IF NY(2) > = NY(l) THEN K=NY(2) 
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1540 IF NY(I) > NY(2) THEN K=NY(I) 

1550 FOR I = 1 TO K 

1560 ARW(I) = O:BRW(I) = 0 

1570 RRW(I) = 0 

1580 NEXT I 

1590 REM * * * INPUT FIRST CORE FILENAME 

1600 REM 

1610 FOR M = 1 TO 2 

1620 A$ = "DATA." + FI$(J,M) 

1630 PRINT D$;"OPEN ";A$ 

1640 PRINT D$;"READ ";A$ 

1650 PRINT "READING FILE",A$ 

1660 REM *** READ PAST MEASURER'S NAME, DATE MEASURED 

1670 INPUT C$ 

1680 INPUT NAME$ 

1690 FOR I = 1 TO 3 

1700 INPUT DA 

1710 NEXT I 

1720 REM *** BEGINNING YEAR 

1730 INPUT BY(M) 

1740 REM *** READ IN RRW 

1750 E = 0 
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1760 INPUT R 

1770 IF R = 999 THEN GOTO 1820 

1780 E = E + 1 

1790 IF M = 1 THEN ARW(E) = R 

1800 IF M = 2 THEN BRW(E) = R 

1810 GOTO 1760 

1820 PRINT "END OF FILE ";FI$(J,M) 

1830 PRINT D$;"CLOSE ";A$ 

1840 LY(J) = BY(M) + E-1 

1850 NY(M) = E 

1860 PRINT "NUMBER OF YEARS THIS FILE = ";E 

1870 NEXT M 

1880 REM *** AVERAGE THE RRW 

1890 IF NY(2) > NY(1) GOTO 1950 

1900 N = NY(2):K=NY(1)-NY(2) 

1910 FOR I = 1 TO N 

1920 RRW(I) =(ARW(I+K) + BRW(I»/2000 

1930 NEXT I 

1940 GOTO 1990 

1950 N = NY(1):K=NY(2) - NY(I) 

1960 FOR I = 1 TO N 

1970 RRW(I) = (ARW(I) + BRW(I + K)/2000 
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1980 NEXT I 

1990 LY(J) = BY(2) + E-l 

2000 PRINT "LAST YEAR= ";LY(J) 

2010 REM *** ADD RRW TO DIAMETER FOR ADDITIONAL YEARS, IF 

NECESSARY 

2020 DFF = LY(J) - DY(J) 

2030 M = N 

2040 SUM = 0 

2050 IF LY(J) > DY(J) THEN GOSUB 2590 

2060 DIA(J) = DIA(J) + (2*SUM) 

2070 REM * * * FIND DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LAST YEAR MEASURED 

2080 REM * * * AND LAST YEAR OF FIRST INCREMENT 

2090 DFF = LY(J) - PER(I,2) 

2100 IF PER(I,2) < LY(J) THEN GOSUB 2590 

2110 IF DFF = 0 ;HEN RO = DIA(J)/2 

2120 IF DFF > 0 THEN RO = (DIA(J)/2)-SUM 

2130 RI = 0 

2140 M = N - DFF 

2150 REM *** CALCULATE AREA INCREMENTS 

2160 FOR I = 1 TO NUM 

2170 DFF = PER(I,2) - PER(I,I) + 1 

2180 GOSUB 2590 



2190 RI = RO-SUM 

2200 PAI(J,I) = PI * «RO * RO) - (RI * RI» 

2210 RO=RI 

2220 M = N- (LY(J)-PER(I,l) + 1) 

2230 NEXT I 

2240 PRINT "FINISHED WITH TREE ";TR$(J):PRINT 

2250 NEXT J 

2260 GOSUB 2660 

2270 IF OPT = 1 THEN GOTO 2520 

2280 PRINT "SINCE YOU WANT TO SAVE THE DATA TO DISK" 

2290 PRINT "YOU NEED TO PUT ANOTHER" 

2300 PRINT "DATA DISK INTO DRIVE I" 

2310 PRINT "OR REMOVE THE WRITE-PROTECT TAB" 

2320 PRINT "FROM THE RING-WIDTH DISK" 

2330 PRINT "READY? (YIN)" 

2340 INPUT RES$:GOSUB 2540 

2350 IF R$ = "N" THEN GOTO 2290 

2360 PRINT "OK-- WRITING DATA TO DISK" 

2370 PRINT D$;"OPEN ";FO$ 

2380 PRINT D$;"WRITE ";FO$ 

2390 PRINT NUM 

2400 FOR I = 1 TO NUM 
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2410 PRINT PER(I,1):PRINT PER(I,2) 

2420 NEXT I 

2430 PRINT NFL 

2440 FOR J = 1 TO NFL 

2450 PRINT TR$(J) 

2460 FOR I = 1 TO NUM 

2470 PRINT PAI(J,I) 

2480 NEXT I 

2490 NEXT J 

2500 PRINT D$;"CLOSE ";FO$ 

2510 REM *** PRINT TO OUTPUT 

2520 PRINT: PRINT "PROGRAM COMPLETED" 

2530 END 

2540 REM * * * SUBROUTINE TO CHECK ANSWERS 

2550 R$ = LEFT$(RES$,l) 

2560 ST = 0 

2570 IF R$ < > "Y" AND R$ < > 'N" THEN ST = 1 

2580 RETURN 

2590 REM * * * SUBROUTINE TO ADD TOGETHER RRW 

2600 SUM = 0 

2610 FOR Z = 1 TO DFF 

2620 K = M - Z + 1 
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2630 SUM = SUM + RRW(K) 

2640 NEXT Z 

2650 RETURN 
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2660 REM *** SUBROUTINE TO PRINT PERIODIC AREA INCREMENTS 

2670 K = INT(NFL/4) + 1 

2680 PRINT D$;"PR#l" 

2690 PRINT TAB(l)"PERIODIC AREA INCREMENTS (SQUARE 

CENTIMETERS)" 

2695 PRINT 

2700 G$ =" 

2710 H$ =" " 

2720 FOR J = 1 TO K 

2730 PRINT 

2740 L = J*4 

" 

2750 IF NFL> = (L-3) THEN PRINT G$;TR$(L-3) 

2760 IF NFL> = (L-2) THEN PRINT H$;TR$(L-2) 

2770 IF NFL> =(L-l) THEN PRINT H$;TR$(L-l) 

2780 IF NFL> =L THEN PRINT H$;TR$(L):PRINT 

2790 PRINT 

2800 FOR I = 1 TO NUM 

2810 PRINT" ";PER(I,l);"- n;PER(I,2) 

2820 M = L-3: IF NFL> = M THEN GOSUB 2920 



2830 M = L-2: IF NFL> = M THEN GOSUB 2920 

2840 M = L-l: IF NFL> = M THEN GOSUB 2920 

2850 M = L: IF NFL> = M THEN GOSUB 2920 

2860 PRINT 

2870 NEXT I 

2880 PRINT 

2890 NEXT J 

2900 PRINT D$;"PR$O" 

2910 RETURN 

2920 REM *** SUBROUTINE TO PRINT PAl'S 

2930 PT$ = STR$(PAl(M,I)) 

2940 PN$ = LEFT$(PT$,6) 

2950 PRINT" 

2960 RETURN 

"'PN$' , , 
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2970 REM * * * SUBROUTINE TO PRINT OUT THE INPUT INFORMATION 

2980 PRINT D$;"PR#I" 

2990 PRINT TAB(lO)"PERIODIC AREA INCREMENTS" 

3000 PRINT: PRINT "INPUT INFROMATION:":PRINT 

3010 G$ = " " 

3020 PRINT "TREE";G$;"FILES";G$;"DBH(CM); 

3030 PRINT" 

3040 G$ = " 

YEARDBH" 

" 



3050 PRINT" MEASURED" 

3060 FOR I = 1 TO NFL 

3070 D = INT(DIA(I» 

3080 G$ =" ":H$ =" " 

3090 PRINT TR$(I);G$;FI$(I, 1 );H$;DIA(I); 

3100 IF DIA(I) > D THEN PRINT" 

3110 ID DIA(I) = D THEN PRINT" 

3120 PRINT" 

3130 NEXT I 

3140 PRINT 

";FI$(I,2) 

";DY(I) 

";DY(I) 

3150 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT "PERIODS TO CALCULATE AREA 

INCREMENT' 

3160 PRINT" BEGIN END" 

3170 FOR I = 1 TO NUM 

3180 PRINT" "I;" ";PER(I,l);" ";PER(I,2) 

3190 NEXT I 

3200 PRINT: PRINT: IF OPT = 2 THEN PRINT "OUTPUT 

FILENAME = ",FO$ 

3210 PRINT D$;"PR#O" 

3220 RETURN 

3230 REM * * * PLEASE CREDIT 

3240 REM * * * ELAINE KENNEDY SUTHERLAND 
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3250 REM *** 1457 E. HARRISON AVE 

3270 REM *** SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84105 

3280 REM *** (801) 583-8353 
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APPENDIX II 

PROGRAM TO CALCULATE COMPETITION INDICES 

The operation and code of program CI.BAS, used to calculate four 

competition indices, is explained in this appendix. Equations for the competition 

indices are modified Lorimer's 1983 paper, and are, specifically, equations 11, 12, 

13, and 14 from Chapter 3. The rationale behind using these indices, and 

equations are explained in full in Chapter 3. The program calculates the 

competition indices for each tree, including all competitors within the search 

radius, and including only those competitors within a specified limiting diameter. 

The program will repeat the calculations for several search radii. 

Operation of CI.BAS 

Program CI.BAS is written in Microsoft Basic for use on a Kaypro II 

computer (a CP 1M disk operating system). The program accepts input from the 

keyboard and from disk, and writes results to a lineprinter and to disk. The first 

set of input from the keyboard asks questions concerning: 1) number of times to 

calculate competition indices with different search radii, 2) the multiplicative 

factors for each repetition, and 3) disk output filename for each repetition. 

The second set of keyboard input concerns the data files containing the 

raw competition data; diameter of each competitor and the distance between the 

subject tree and competitor. 
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There is output to the lineprinter and to disk. Lineprinted information 

includes the keyboard input and the results from the competition index 

calculations. Results are written to disk, and a new output file is opened with 

every new search radius. There are nine columns in the disk output files, and the 

format is noted in terms of equation numbers from Chapter 3. The first dolumn 

is the tree identification number, columns 2-5 are the calculations using only 

competitors with diameter > = the subject tree, and columns 6-9 are the 

calculations using all competitors, with no commas separating the results. 

Code of CI.BAS 

10 PRINT "PROGRAM TO CALCULATE COMPETITION INDICES" 

20 REM PROGRAM CACULATES FOUR COMPETITION INDICES" 

30 REM DESCRffiED BY LORIMER (1983 FOR.ECOL.MANAGE. 6: 

35 REM 343-360; EQUATIONS C14, ClO, C6) AND 

40 REM LORIMER AND GANZLIN (1983 FOR.RES.NOTES 253, 

45 REM U.WISC.-MAD.,DEPT.FOR. 6 P.). WILL CALCULATE IN 

50 REM TWO WAYS EACH; FOR DJ > = DI, AND ALL DJ 

60 REM WHERE 

70 REM DI = DIAMETER OF SUBJECT TREE 

80 REM DJ = DIAMETER OF COMPETING TREE 

90 REM LENG = DISTANCE BETWEEN TREES 

100 REM R = SEARCH RADIUS, = FF * DIAMETER/lOO WHERE 

110 REM FUDGE FACTOR, OR NUMBER OF TIMES TO MULTIPLY BY 



120 REM TREE DIAMETER TO GET SEARCH RADIUS 

130 REM EG., FF=10, DIAM.=35 CM (0.35 M), THEN 

140 REM SEARCH RADIUS = 10 X 0.35 M = 3.5 M 

150 REM 

160 REM *** PROGRAM DEFINITIONS 

170 REM 

180 CM = 2.54: M = 0.3048: PI = 3.14159 

190 LD = 0 

200 DIM CI(8) 

210 DEF FNClO6(U,V,W) = (U/V)/W 

220 DEF FNA(U) = «0.005*U)"2)*PI 

230 LPRINT TAB(20) "PROGRAM TO CALCULATE COMPETITION 

INDICES" 

240 LPRINT "INDICES FROM LORIMER (1983) AND GANZLIN AND 

LORIMER (1983)" 

250 LPRINT TAB(10) "C14 = SUM[(DJ/DI)/SQR(DIST/R»)" 

260 LPRINT TAB (1 0) "ClO = SUM[(DJ/DI)/(DIST/R»)" 

270 LPRINT TAB (1 0) "C6 = SUM[(BAJ/BAI)/(DIST/R»)" 

280 LPRINT TAB (1 0) "G&L = [SUM DJ]/DI" 

290 REM 

300 REM :;.** INPUT INFORMATION FOR OUTPUT 

310 REM 
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100 

320 PRINT "HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU WANT THE COMPETITION 

INDICES" 

330 INPUT "CALCULATED WITH DIFFERENT SEARCH RADII?";NSR 

340 GOSUB 1770 

350 IF R$ = "N" THEN GOTO 320 

360 DIM FO$(NSR),FF(NSR) 

370 K=INT(NSR/I0)+ 1 

380 FOR J=1 TO K 

390 IF NSR>J*10 THEN L=J*10 ELSE L=NSR 

400 IF K= 1 THEN 0= 1 ELSE 0=«J-l)*10)+ 1 

410 FOR I=Q TO L 

420 PRINT "SEARCH RADIUS ";1 

430 INPUT "FUDGE FACTOR = ";FF(I):PRINT 

440 INPUT "OUTPUT FILENAME = ";FO$(I):PRINT:PRINT 

450 NEXT I 

460 PRINT "CHECK RESPONSES II 

470 PRINT TAB(5) "FUDGE FACTOR";TAB(22) "OUTPUT FILENAME II 

480 FOR 1=0 TO L 

490 PRINT TAB(2) I;TAB(10) FF(I);TAB(25) FO$(I) 

500 NEXT I 

510 GOSUB 1770 

520 IF R$ = "Y" THEN GOTO 580 



530 INPUT "WHICH LINE IS WRONG? ";U 

540 PRINT "FUDGE FACTOR ";LI:INPUT FF$(LI) 

550 PRINT "OUTPUT FILENAME ";U:INPUT FO$(LI) 

560 INPUT "ANYMORE? (Y IN) ";RES$:GOSUB 1820 

570 IF R$ = "N" THEN 580 ELSE 530 

580 REM 

590 NEXT J 

600 FOR Z = 1 TO NSR 

610 LPRINT:LPRINT 
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620 IF Z>l THEN LPRINT TAB(15) "***** NEW SEARCH RADIUS *****" 

630 LPRINT "FUDGE FACTOR = ";FF(Z) 

640 LPRINT 

645 OPEN "O",2,FO$(Z) 

650 REM * * * INPUT FILES INFORMATION 

660 IF Z> 1 THEN 1200 

670 REM 

680 PRINT "NUMBER OF FILES TO PROCESS":INPUT NFILE 

690 GOSUB 1770 

700 IF R$ = "N" THEN 680 

710 DIM FI$(NFILE),DI(NFILE),N(NFILE),CD(NFILE),CL(NFILE) 

720 K=INT(NFILE/IO) + 1 

730 FOR J=l TO K 



740 IF NFILE > J*10 THEN L=J*10 ELSE L=NFILE 

750 IF K=l THEN Q=l ELSE Q=«J-1)*10)+1 

760 FOR I=Q TO L 

770 PRINT "FILENAME",I:INPUT FI$(I) 

780 PRINT "SUBJECf TREE DIAMETER (CM)":INPUT DI(I) 

790 PRINT "NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN FlLE":INPUT N(I) 

800 PRINT "COLUMN WITH DIAMETERS":INPUT CD(I) 

810 PRINT "COLUMN WITH DISTANCES":INPUT CL(I) 

820 PRINT 

830 NEXT I 

840 PRINT "CHECK RESPONSES" 

850 PRINT TAB(5) "FILENAME";TAB(24) "DIAMETER"; 
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860 PRINT TAB(34) "N. COLS.";TAB(45) "COL. DIA.";TAB(56) "COL. DIST." 

870 FOR I = Q TO L 

880 PRINT TAB(2) I;TAB(8)FI$(I);TAB(26) DI(I);TAB(37) N(I);TAB(49) 

CD(I); 

890 PRINT TAB(60) CL(I) 

900 NEXT I 

910 GOSUB 1770 

920 IF R$ = "Y" THEN 1020 

930 PRINT "WHICH LINE IS WRONG?":INPUT LI 

940 PRINT "FILENAME",LI:INPUT FI$(LI) 



950 PRINT "SUBJECf TREE DIAMETER (CM)":INPUT DI(LI) 

960 PRINT "NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN FILE":INPUT N(LI) 

970 PRINT "COLUMN WITH DIAMETERS":INPUT CD(LI) 

980 PRINT "COLUMN WITH DISTANCES":INPUT CL(LI) 

990 PRINT "ANYMORE (Y /N)":INPUT RES$ 

1000 GOSUB 1820 

1010 IF R$="N" THEN 1020 ELSE 930 

1020 REM 

1030 NEXT J 

1040 REM * * * PRINT INPUT FILENAMES, DIAMETERS 

1050 LPRINT TAB(10) "COMPETITION DATA FILENAMES, SUBJECT 

TREE DIAMETERS" 
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1060 LPRINT TAB (1 0) "FILENAME";TAB(23) "SUBJECT TREE DIAMETER" 

1070 FOR I = 1 TO NFILE 

1080 LPRINT TAB(2) I;TAB(12) FI$(I); TAB(29) DI(I) 

1090 NEXT I 

1100 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT 

1110 REM 

1120 PRINT "WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DATA COLUMNS 

FOR"; 

1130 PRINT" ANY FILE IN THIS SET?":INPUT NMAX:GOSUB 1770 

1140 IF R$="N" THEN 1120 
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1150 PRINT "SHOULD SUBJECT TREE DIAMETER BE THE LIMITING 

DIAMETER?" 

1160 PRINT "FOR FIRST FOUR CI'S (Y/N)":INPUT LIM$ 

1170 LIM$ = LEFT$(UM$,1) 

1180 IF LIM$="N" THEN INPUT "WHAT LIMITING DIAMETER DO YOU 

WANT? ";LD 

1190 IF LIM$="Y" THEN LPRINT "LIMITING DIAMETER=SUBJECT TREE 

DIAMETER" 

1195 IF LIM$ = "N" THEN LPRINT "LIMITING DIAMETER = ";LD 

1200 REM *** START LOOP TO CALCULATE CI'S FOR ALL INPUT FILES 

*** 

1210 FOR J = 1 TO NFILE 

1220 FOR I = 1 TO 8 

1230 CI(I) = 0 

1240 NEXT I 

1250 REM 

1260 REM GET READY TO CALCULATE COMPETITION INDICES 

1270 F$="B:"+FI$(J) 

1280 LPRINT 

1290 LPRINT TAB (1 0) FI$(J) 

1300 OPEN "1",1,F$ 

1310 AI=FNA(DI(J» 



1320 R=FF(Z)*DI(J)/100 

1325 LPRINT:LPRINT "SEARCH RADIUS = ";R 

1330 REM 

1340 REM *** INPUT COMPETITION DATA 

1350 REM 

1360 NC=N(J) 

1370 T=CD(J) 

1380 S=CL(J) 

1390 FOR I = 1 TO NC 

1400INPUT#1,DAT(I) 

1410 NEXT I 

1420 EJ=DAT(T) 

1430 EL=DAT(S) 

1440 REM CONVERT COMPETITION DATA TO METRIC UNITS 

1450 DJ =CM*EJ:LENG=M*EL 

1460 IF LENG>R THEN 1580 

1470 ELSE IF (EJ*2.5)<EL THEN 1580 

1480 REM CALCULATE COMPETITION INDICES 

1490 DR=LENG/R 

1500 CFR=(DJ/DI(J»/SQR(DR» 

1510 CON =FNC106(DJ,DI(J),DR) 

1520 AJ = FNA(DJ) 
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1530 CSIX = FNC106(AJ,AI,DR) 

1540 REM *** ADD COMPETITION INDICES INTO INPUT FILE 

1550 IF LIM$="Y" THEN LD=DI(J) 

1560 IF DJ>LD THEN A=1:B=2:C=3:D=4:GOSUB 1860 

1570 A=5:B=6:C=7:D=8:GOSUB 1860 

1580 IF NOT EOF(1) THEN 1350 

1590 REM 

1600 IF CI(4)>0 THEN CI(4)=CI(4)/DI(J) 

1610 IF CI(8)>0 THEN CI(8)=CI(8)/DI(J) 

1620 CLOSE#1 
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1640 PRINT #2,FI$(J);: FOR 1=1 TO 8: PRINT#2,CI(I);: NEXT I: PRINT #2," 

" 

1650 LPRINT 

1660 LPRINT TAB(35) "C14";TAB(45) "C10";TAB(56) "C6";TAB(63) "SUM 

DJ/DI" 

1670 LPRINT "COMPETING DBH > = LIMITNG DBH";TAB(30); 

1680 LPRINT USING" ###.### ";CI(1),CI(2),CI(3),CI(4) 

1690 LPRINT "ALL COMPETING TREES";TAB(30); 

1700 LPRINT USING" ###.### ";CI(5),CI(6),CI(7),CI(8) 

1710 REM 

1720 REM * * * END LOOP 

1730 NEXT J 



1740 CLOSE#2:LPRINT:LPRINT "OUTPUT FILENAME= ";FO$(Z) 

1750 NEXT Z 

1760 END 

1770 REM SUBROUTINE TO CHECK ANSWERS 

1780 PRINT "IS THIS OK (Y/N)?":INPUT RES$ 

1790 R$ = LEFT$(RES$,l) 

1800 IF R$ < > "Y" AND R$ < > "N" THEN R$ = "N" 

1810 RETURN 

1820 REM SUBROUTINE TO CHECK RESPONSE 

1830 R$=LEFT$(RES$,l) 

1840 IF R$ < > "Y" AND R$ < > "N" THEN R$ ="N" 

1850 RETURN 

1860 REM SUBROUTINE TO ADD IN CI'S 

1870 CI(A)=CI(A)+CFR 

1880 CI(B) =CI(B) + CON 

1890 CI(C)=CI(C)+CSIX 

1900 CI(D)=CI(D)+DJ 

1910 RETURN 
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